
Worlds Plot 631 

Chapter 631: 12.33 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: A Year of Happiness. 

They had unexpectedly gathered at one place and chose to not waste any more time. After Hei Yuhua 

shared every information he knew about the Red Poppy Syndicate, the Prime Minister and the rest all 

had serious faces as they listened. The cruelty and immorality that Syndicate had done is something that 

cannot be forgiven by law. 

Human trafficking, human experiments, human butchering, illegal organ selling, slavery, illegal drugs, 

assassination, and many more. They had done all heinous crimes regardless of the background of their 

targets. To them as long as their target was caught then this person could forget living as a human 

being. They’ve lost all human rights as the Syndicate caught them. Once the target entered the territory 

of the Red Poppy Syndicate they are no longer humans but products to be sold instead. 

Even the latest news sent by Iris to Hei Yuhua was extremely important not only for their country but 

also for the other country that entered an alliance just to eradicate that notorious syndicate. There are 

also some future plans that the Syndicate had listed for future uses. Iris found out about it somewhere 

and shared the information with Hei Yuhua. 

Hei Yuhue left the information to the Prime Minister’s care. The latter would bring this data over for the 

head of the state to look after. They need to do it discreetly as possible and the fewer people know the 

better. So in the end, except for the people inside Ye Yuyan’s condominium right now, this information 

would be passed to two other people. The State Head and Director of the Aster Division, Wei Ying. 

The Prime Minister planned to pull only the State Head and Director Wei to the plan of resolving the Red 

Poppy Syndicate. They had to plan ahead of time and they have the whole year for it. Thanks to Hei 

Yuhua’s information they’ve learned that the Syndicate would lay low for a year. This is an opportunity 

for them to plan ahead and make a trap to capture all those members of that Syndicate that might or 

would be entering their country. 

In the frontline, Ye Yuyan was tasked to take the lead. Lou Wei and Yun Jie would join to support him 

while Hei Yuhua would continue his role as the double agent. His tasks would sometimes clash with their 

whole group’s plan which is why they had to make preparations for it. Thankfully, both Ye Yuyan and Hei 

Yuhua had memories of their past lives. 

Though Hei Anjing warned them not to be overly biased on their memories, they still accepted these 

memories as possible events in the future. To take a different or follow the plot would depend on them. 

..... 

After spending a few hours summarizing a draft of their future plans, Old Minister Ye decided to bring 

back the topic of engagement. Though he doesn’t have memories of his previous life, just based on what 

he had observed Hei Yuhua and his son, Ye Yuyan, truly love each other. Not a short passionate emotion 

but one that is long-lasting and pure feelings. In his sight, Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua’s short interactions 

made them look like an old married couple. Especially during dinner, they eat seafood platters cooked 

by Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua together. 



Ye Yuyan would help Hei Yuhua break the crab shells and scoop the tender parts of the crabs to his 

lover’s plate. He also peeled some shrimps and clams for him. On the other hand, Hei Yuhua would 

serve a bowl of seaweed soup for Ye Yuyan even helping him feed him himself as both of his hands are 

preoccupied with peeling kinds of seafood. Those who are watching their interactions would know how 

it feels to be drowned in an unpalatable meal called dog food. 

Lou Wei and Yun Jie acted like they could see the couple’s shamelessness. They could already see a 

shadow of their lords in these two just based on this interaction between them. Though Lord Hei and 

Lord God Ye are much more shameless than this young couple. 

“No wonder Zhi Yue and Zhi Yang found these two as their temporary hosts to let the lord rest. There is 

not only compatibility between souls, but even some actions were also similar to that demonic couple,” 

whispered Lou Wei. 

Yun Jie kicked his lover’s leg under the table. He wanted to warn him about the presence of the outsider 

who didn’t know the existence of their lords, fortunately, the old minister is preoccupied with happiness 

as he watches his son and few daughter-in-law flirts. He knows that the closer the two are, the faster he 

would get a grandchild. 

The thoughts of the Prime Minister while watching the young couple flirt before him. 

‘Thank God these two are so close and loving. It seems this old man can expect a grandson or 

granddaughter before the next year...’ 

On the other hand, while this family is enjoying quality time, the atmosphere at Yi Rouya’s home is in 

contrast to the happiness of the other side. 

He was humiliated and kicked out of the group because he displayed clear jealousy. Even the elder 

whom he expected to be on his side asked him indirectly to leave that place. The painful feeling of being 

face slapped is truly horrible. His raging anger was portrayed in the terrible situation in his room. Yi 

Rouya threw everything he could grab in his place. Now only the destruction was left behind in his 

home. 

Yi Rouya would never forget the smugness on Hei Yuhua’s face when he was suddenly kicked out of the 

condominium building. He even saw him waving his hands at him, obviously taunting him. He held back 

his anger at that moment and almost became a saint. Sarcastically speaking, he didn’t dig all his patience 

in his body just so he could leave that area without making any bigger scenes. 

But deep inside his heart, he had already killed Hei Yuhua multiple times. His hatred for Hei Yuhua had 

greatly magnified because of this event. 

Pants. Pant. Pants... 

“Impossible! Impossible!!! This is not real!? Ye Yuyan doesn’t have a lover. I DO NOT BELIEVE IT!!!” 

screamed Yi Rouya as he flung everything placed on the top of his office table. 

“Why!? Why is everything different from my dreams!? Aren’t these dreams supposed to be future 

events? How come Hei Yuhua, that bitch, appeared there!? Why can they be together so fast?” 



“This can’t continue to happen. I need... I need to do something. Do something to stop this!? If I 

remember it right, they are supposed to have a daughter. It will be born this year. As long as I stole it 

and made that baby mine, Ye Yuyan would definitely look at me. That’s his daughter, he would never 

treat her as something else... Hehehe~” 

Yi Rouya’s mind was full of mad thoughts and plans. He even targeted a not yet born child of Hei Yuhua 

and Ye Yuyan. 

Unknown to him, every single of his movements was under surveillance of a system not from this world. 

Hei Yuhua who had politely asked System Yue to show him the current state on the side of Yi Rouya 

overheard his plan to take away his child. Though Ye Huahua hasn’t been born yet in this world, both he 

and Ye Yuyan believe that their daughter from their previous life wouldn’t definitely come over into 

their life within this year. 

This time they planned to give her a complete and happy family. Though Ye Yuyan’s decision for the 

engagement seems to be a bit abrupt, Hei Yuhua agreed to it. Based on his memories, symptoms of 

pregnancy would appear on him three months after their meeting at that hotel. Though unlike in the 

past, Ye Yuyan haven’t completed marking him in this life, they had still woke up at the scene where 

they had intimate sex that had already gone on for hours. It wouldn’t be surprising if the Ye Yuyan at 

that time came inside him while they were both in heat. 

System Yue’s comment as he heard Yi Rouya’s comments about the unborn child. 

[This human is bad. He is targeting Yuhua’s unborn daughter. Did he think he could steal under our 

protection?] 

Hei Yuhua’s mood was quite bad upon seeing this scene. In this world, there are only two people who 

are the most important to him. One is Ye Yuyan and the second is his daughter from the future, Ye 

Huahua. 

“He... is courting death. No wonder in their past life he becomes an executive member of the Red Poppy 

Syndicate. Before he was caught A’Yan had always stood on his side. If not for me asking the help of 

Director Wei for his capture, A’Yan would definitely hate it more for it.” said Hei Yuhua. 

System Yue asked, [This is weird. How come he still ended up being with Ye Yuyan in the original world 

plot?] 

[It’s the work of the heavens. As one of the world’s chosen sons, his halo alone could save him.] replied 

System Yang. 

“He is a reborn person who had originally schemed with Yuhua for his position as Ye Yuyan’s mate. Of 

course, his personality would be like that of a sparrow wanting to replace one from a magpie’s nest. If 

we didn’t coincidentally find you in this world, your fate would still be the same no matter how much 

you tried to change the outcome. This is because the heavenly will is on his side. Either way with us 

here, you can also completely destroy him if you wanted. A world with a broken world plot would follow 

the new one after it reached a new ending.” said Hei Anjing. 

He now enjoyed floating in the air like a ghost. This is his first time playing a role in another world as a 

ghost more like a guardian angel for someone. 



Hei Yuhua asked, “What if... another God like you helped him as well?” 

This question left the other three silent. Right now, Ye Yuyan and the other two are not with them 

because they are busy with the preparation for the engagement. Only Hei Yuhua was left in the house 

together with Hei Anjing and the two systems, Yue and Yang. 

The three paused for a moment when they heard Hei Yuhua’s question and then System Yie loudly let 

out a burst of loud laughter that echoed within the whole house. 

HAHAHAHAHA~ 

Even System Yang and Hei Anjing couldn’t help but smile at his question. But upon seeing their 

reactions, Hei Yuhua knew he was asking a useless question. 

Hei Anjing spoke, “In another realm, the Gods and Goddesses including the righteous ones and evil ones 

have rankings of their own. Ordinary Gods could enter worlds and play a role of their own but they are 

still restricted by the heavenly wills of that world. Going against the heavenly dao could mean their 

death of them, especially when they’ve entered a world they didn’t ascend from 

But only a few Gods had the authority to change or destroy the world plots. Most of these Gods had 

either a special bloodline or undeniably a powerful God, so strong that even the heavenly dao is unable 

to move them.” 

System Yang spoke, [There is one in front of you. A God who could even manipulate the restrictions of 

other Gods and destroy multiple plots for fun.] 

As System Yang said those words, Hei Yuhua looked at Hei Anjing giving him a mischievous smile. The 

God, System Yue is talking about is obviously him. 

System Yue proudly commented, [So don’t be afraid, Yuhua. What you are afraid of would most likely 

not happen. After all, you and Yuyan had six gods standing on your side.] nov𝖊𝓵𝗎𝚜𝐛dot𝐂/o\𝓂 

Hei Yuhua was dumbfounded and asked, “What do you mean six gods? Aren’t there only two gods?” 

System Yue explained, [The ones residing inside Yun Jie and Lou Wei are Gods that serve Lord Hei and 

his husband. I and A’Yang are also gods. But only Lord Hie and Lord God Ye had the most authority in our 

group.] 

Hei Yuhua exclaimed, “Wow~ aren’t I and A’Yan too lucky?” 

System Yang said, [You are lucky. Your body has the highest compatibility with Lord Hei’s soul which is 

why we are willing to help you fulfill your wish. So this time choose the future you want. We will help 

you achieve what you want to have.] 

[Be happy, Yuhua.] said, System Yue. 

Hei Anjing even said, “This time you will have a happy ending. Okay, stop being too sappy and just 

complete your missions. Buy a few things in the system mall, these toys would be extremely helpful in 

capturing the Syndicate you wanted to eradicate. Moreover, you need to prepare yourself for your 

engagement. Those men hurried up the preparations with the help of the Prime Minister; it doesn’t 



even take longer to gather everything needed. Your engagement party might be done secretly but it is 

extravagant enough. You can just enjoy a better exposure when you and Yuyan get married.” 

System Yang followed up, [By the way, don’t forget to get a permanent mark this time. This is to get the 

requirement for heaven to allow your daughter to be born.] 

Hei Yuhua blushed upon hearing these words. Though he expects to get marked permanently after 

engagement, hearing System Yang mention it still made him feel shy. 

But he still agreed to it unconditionally, that’s Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan’s beloved daughter after all. 

“I’ll keep that in mind,” murmured Hei Yuhua. 

— 

Two weeks later... 

The engagement of Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua happened two weeks after the Prime Minister visited his 

son’s house. It was done covertly with fewer guests, but all the guests that had attended their 

engagement party are all bigshots. The Head of State came with Prime Minister Ye and Director Wei of 

the Aster Division. Some international representatives of the other countries attended as well. To the 

International Alliance, this couple is mostly the ones to capture or eradicate that Red Poppy Syndicate. 

Of course, they also help hide the existence of the engagement party. 

All along the ending is quite cheerful and satisfying. After today, Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua are officially a 

pair. One that is blessed by Hei Anjing himself. 

Chapter 632: 12.34 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Flower Executives 

After happily getting engaged, Ye Yuyan started treating Hei Yuhua as his official future mate. Now in 

the condominium, they no longer sleep in different rooms and Hei Yuhua finally got a permanent mark 

from his alpha. Even though they are only engaged, in the eyes of others these two are already a 

married couple. If not for the fact that they didn’t decide to keep their engagement a secret, everyone in 

the country would know that the son of the Prime Minister is no longer a bachelor. 

Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua enjoyed the last months of their vacation. Following the flow of the original 

story, Hei Yuhua had gotten pregnant with their daughter. The only difference from before is that in this 

life, his mate Ye Yuyan is by his side. There is also support coming from Yun Jie and Lou Wei who got 

released from their seals temporarily while Warden Lou and Yun Ming were doing another task of their 

own. Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua hadn’t openly shown their relationship but they’ve already registered 

their marriage secretly and the Prime Minister himself issued a concealing order about their marriage 

registration. 

Their vacation was extended for a few more months before Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua returned to their 

jobs. Before their return, a few scenes from their past were man-made by them. The Red Poppy 

Syndicate had issued an assassination mission to Hei Yuhua as Hydrangea. The same one from their 

previous life. It was to assassinate the wife and child of Ye Yuyan. 

The background, appearance, and Identity of Hei Yuhua as Ye Yuyan’s wife was tightly hidden. Even Yi 

Rouya didn’t know that his crush was already married but those in the Syndicate knew the existence of 



his wife and child. Though they don’t know who those are, they are sure that Ye Yuyan had a family of 

his own. They choose to target him as expected. 

When Hei Yuhua received the assassination mission, Ye Yuyan and the rest helped him achieve his task. 

Their daughter, Ye Huahua was left in the care of the Prime Minister and his wife, while using some 

props from the System Mall, Hei Yuhua exchanged for something that could create a lifelike dummy that 

could be controlled. 

The dummy is like a real person. It had fake organs and blood in it. It is more like a high technology clone 

with no soul and can be controlled. With Hei Anjing’s help, the features of the dummy look a bit similar 

to both Ye Yuyan and himself. 

Like the scene in their previous life, Ye Yuyan is out to do his job. In the police station department, the 

whole scene inside and outside the house Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua used as a fake house was under strict 

and hidden surveillance. Ye Yuyan was seated in front of it while the rest of his subordinates sat behind 

him together with Lou Wei. 

..... 

Seeing a life like a dummy moving around in the house, those subordinates of Ye Yuyan were a bit 

surprised. nov𝐄𝓁𝗎𝐒𝑏dot𝐂\o\𝓶 

“What the hell is that? It can move on its own. I thought it was just a doll?” 

“It is creepy that it can even talk the programmed lines and make natural gestures as if it was alive. The 

one who programmed these dolls is God.” 

[A/n: It was Hei Anjing that programmed the dummies. He based it on the previous memories of Hei 

Yuhua and even used his ability to peer into the future to get the exact lines those involved in the scene 

would say.] 

Lou Wei murmured, “What do you mean a God? It is definitely a God who made those creepy dolls.” 

This is the original Lou Wei who woke up from his deep sleep. Warden Lou is still inside his body 

watching the scenes in reality. He would give him instructions to follow and get his body taken over in 

cases of emergencies. The original Yin Jie is also in the same situation. Yun Ming would only take over if 

he needed to say something or do something. Ye Yuyan only needs to glance at his subordinates to shut 

their mouths. 

Then the scene changes as Hei Yuhua and shemale man with long light blonde hair arrive at the door of 

the house. There are also some men wearing black cloaks hiding in the shadows. The time right now is 

almost 6 pm. The setting sun has come down a bit slower than before and there is still light in the sky 

leaving a dull color of orange. 

Everyone inside the room recognizes who Hei Yuhua is. Though the captain hadn’t openly told the world 

that he is already a married man before their captain returned to work they had come over to his 

condominium to report. Hei Yuhua would always be there serving some snacks and drinks as guests. 

They knew who he was as they were informed of his identity. He is the official omega of Prosecutor Ye 

Yuyan as well as a double agent from the Intelligence Division, Aster. 



They didn’t know when it had started because only their group would have interaction with Aster, unlike 

the other teams. They knew that this is because they follow Prosecutor Ye but the retraining they’ve 

undergone last year is not something ordinary police would have achieved. At the end of the year, they 

finally understand why. Those who passed the test would continue to work under Captain Ye and their 

mission is to work in the shadows as limbs of their captain. 

The captain would create another group as camouflage with special members in that small group. 

Before the year ends, Yun Jie and Lou Wei created another identity with a different appearance. Lou Wei 

is an imprisoned mafia leader and Yun Jie is a contract killer. These are their second disguised identity. 

Hei Yuhua also made one, it was the same character as in his previous life. He is a young serial killer that 

would be caught today. 

On the huge monitor in front of Ye Yuyan, everybody in the room watched as Hei Yuhua, who is now 

called Hydrangea, and Iris, whose half face is hidden, stood in front of the entrance of a huge duplex 

house owned by Ye Yuyan. As per the records, the Syndicate had investigated this as the house where 

Ye Yuyan had hidden his family. 

Iris: [Hydra, my darling. This is the location of your mission. You only need to kill the people inside and 

we will clean up the rest of the traces. This is the last test for you to enter the Upper echelons of the 

syndicate. Good luck!] 

Iris disappeared in thin air but it wasn’t unlike what Hei Anjing and the rest could do whenever they 

teleported. Supernatural abilities don’t exist in this world, Iris used a high technology device that turned 

him invisible temporarily. 

Codename Hydrangea a.k.a Hei Yuhua that was left by the door remained cold and emotionless. Ye 

Yuyan who was watching his wife on the screen knows that this is only Hei Yuhua acting, but the colder 

his face the more Ye Yuyan’s heart was guilt-ridden by the scenes that had happened in their previous 

life. 

In the timeline, before they had regressed, he had treated Hei Yuhua like a heinous crime in this same 

situation. He beat him up and even strangled his neck at that time, but Hei Yuhua only looked at him 

without saying a word. His dull eyes were full of hidden pain which Ye Yuyan didn’t notice at that time. 

Only now did he feel how painful it was to see your loved one sacrifice for you. 

Hei Yuhua in the video entered the house and massacred the dummies inside. There is no surveillance 

inside but when Hei Yuhua comes out of the house covered in blood, the house suddenly explodes and 

starts burning. 

The double agent, Hydrangea stood outside watching the familiar house before him burn. In the video, 

another person with a new face appeared behind Hei Yuhua. The person is a head and half taller than 

Hei Yuhua, half of his face was covered by a mask and only his violet eyes can be seen even his voice was 

covered up with a voice changer and Hei Yuhua could hardly recognize the gender. 

That person introduces himself as Nightshade. He is the right-hand man of the leader of the Red Poppy 

Syndicate. In short, he moves directly under the orders of Poppy. 

Nightshade said, [Congratulations, Hydrangea. You had passed the test to enter the upper echelons. You 

can call me Nightshade. Our leader, Poppy, had given another order. You must find a way to stand 



beside Prosecutor Ye Yuyan and gain his trust. We don’t care how you do it but you must complete this 

mission within half a year. Failure to do so means elimination.] 

Hei Yuhua spoke but his tone and appearance remained emotionless. 

“I want to meet the leader. You said that you know who my parents are,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Nightshade, [Ah! Right. You’ve joined our Syndicate because you are looking for those parents of yours 

who were heartless enough to throw you away. Don’t worry they are still alive. They gave you to an 

orphanage wanting you to live a normal life instead of staying with them inside the syndicate. Who 

would have thought you would return on your own?] 

Nightshade’s voice seems a bit sarcastic but one could hear his delight in his tone. He obviously felt that 

Hei Yuhua’s parents were foolish. They’ve sold themselves as slaves to the syndicate for their child’s 

freedom, only for the child to return and enter the upper echelons of their syndicate. 

[Wait. I will ask the leader for your request. The police and Ye Yuyan are on their way. Do try to 

complete your mission.] 

Only then Nightshade and the other members of the Syndicate had disappeared in the area leaving only 

Hei Yuhua who waited for the police to come and capture his remains. 

Once the police had arrived, they handcuffed Hei Yuhua like an extremely dangerous criminal. Ye Yuyan 

watched him get restrained with sadness and an angered-filled expression on his face. Though he wasn’t 

beaten up like in his previous life, as Ye Yuyan ordered Lou Wei to restrain him, his expression looks so 

real that Hei Yuhua almost fell into the same trance he had in his previous life. 

Hei Anjing’s voice woke him up, as he suddenly heard him talking in his head. 

‘Wake up, Yuhua. This is different from your previous life. Ye Yuyan is now on your side. Hehehe~ his 

acting is too real. This is thanks to me training your acting skills.’ said the voice of Hei Anjing. ‘Get ready. 

As soon as you enter the police station you must activate the invisible cloak you had redeemed in the 

system mall and use that clone puppet of yours to suffer the Interrogation of Ye Yuyan and the police. 

Yue and Yang would handle the surveillance cameras.’ 

Hei Yuhua got dragged in a different police car and was brought to the police department for 

Interrogation. Ye Yuyan stayed for a bit to do a clean-up of his house. He still needs to show a face of 

devastation for losing his wife and child. 

While Ye Yuyan is busy acting, the scene of a father who lost his child and wife to one of the attacks of 

the notorious syndicate was watched by Nightshade and the other members of the Syndicate from a 

distance. 

Iris: [I can’t believe those people inside the house are indeed the wife and child of Prosecutor Ye Yuyan.] 

Nightshade: [I do not know why Poppy hated Ye Yuyan among everyone who is coming for our 

syndicate. He hated him so much that he had ordered the death of his family.] 

Datura: [Would our missions be centralized in this country starting today, Night?] 



Nightshade: [Poppy’s orders. The other flowers would be coming over as well. Hydrangea had done well 

this time.] 

Oleander: [Aren’t Hydra’s parents among those scientists who were creating Ecstasy flower and other 

unique drugs in our syndicate?] 

Nightshade: [It’s them. They haven’t heard about Hydrangea yet. Well, they will meet sooner or later.] 

Only then did they disappear from the crowd and left the scene. System Yue who was watching over 

them informed Ye Yuyan about it. 

System Yue said, [They’ve left, Yuyan.] 

The despairing expression of Ye Yuyan immediately faded and said to his subordinates with a serious 

expression on his face. As if he wasn’t the one crying for his dear family a few moments ago. 

Ye Yuyan commanded, “Stop the fire immediately and clean up the scene. We are returning to the 

department.” 

“Yes, Captain!” responded his subordinates. 

Everyone knew that their captain is only acting as his real wife is the one who was captured playing the 

role of villain. 

Chapter 633: 12.35 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Yu Xi 

At the Police Headquarters... 

Hei Yuhua had longed to replace himself with a dummy and used another appearance different from his 

original one. The other police officers who were disguised agents from Aster were now serving him 

some tea and snacks. Yun Jie was standing beside him waiting for orders. Hei Yuhua is currently video 

calling the Prime Minister to see their daughter, Ye Huahua. 

Ye Huahua was only a year and a few months old but she is smart enough to recognize her daddy using 

his voice alone. To Ye Huahua, at a young age had seen Hei Yuhua in multiple disguises but he would 

always talk to her using his real voice. So the little girl does not recognize her daddy with the face but 

instead his voice. 

Hei Yuehua with a different face but using his real voice, “Sweetie, daddy, and dad would be home late. 

Grandpa and Grandma would eat dinner with you tonight, okay? But daddy and dad promise to be 

home tonight in the morning so you can see us again.” 

{Baa~ buh~ kyaa...} 

Ye Huahua still couldn’t talk but she is smiling as long as she can hear his daddy’s voice. Hei Yuhua 

couldn’t help but smile at his daughter when he heard something from his mind. His husband sent him a 

telepathic message. 

The telepathic connection between Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan is online. 

..... 



Ye Yuyan: {Yu’er, it’s done. Those hidden members of the Red Poppy Syndicate had left. They’ve 

accepted and believed the scene we had faked.} 

Hei Yuhua: {Good work, A’Yan. You can act as much as you can. The one left in the Interrogation room is 

my dummy. I’m waiting at your office with A’Jie. After we completed this scene, we could go home 

together. 

Ye Yuyan: {It won’t take long. Rest well, Yu’er.} 

Hei Yuhua: {I will. Don’t worry too much. I’m fine.} 

Only then did their connection in the mind cut off. Hei Yuhua resumed his video call with his daughter 

while Ye Yuyan made a scene in the Interrogation room. They need to make a scene about Ye Yuyan 

losing his temper and staging his dismissal because of such an event like in their previous life. So this 

would lessen the surveillance of the Syndicate on them. 

Based on their previous life memories, this was the situation that made Ye Yuyan detest Hei Yuhua 

greatly. It was also the scene that left the greatest impression on the formerly chosen protagonist gong 

but Hei Yuhua knows that it wasn’t as simple as that. It was within this period that Ye Yuyan was once 

again temporarily dismissed for over violence against a prisoner which left Ye Yuyan depressed for a few 

months and made the Syndicate leave him alone. 

To both Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua this is another vacation though the duration is shorter. But it was 

enough for the two of them to spend more time with their daughter and be happy to receive it. They 

choose not to get involved with the murder cases during events. It was to avoid making the others 

notice the weirdness of knowing too much about the future. Plus, Ye Yuyan needs to make a wasted 

figure of himself after he was dismissed to let the Syndicate lower their guards themselves for this 

duration. 

This was until the Head of the Police department could no longer hold back and recall Ye Yuyan of his 

position and allowed him some leeway like choosing new members of his team from the prisoners of the 

country. 

Bam! Bang! Bam! 

At this moment, Ye Yuyan was currently beating up the dummy Hei Yuhua in the Interrogation room. 

Making him meet the murderer who is said to killed his family was an insane choice right from the very 

beginning. Lou Wei and the other police officers had to step in and stop their captain from killing the 

dummy Hei Yuhua. Though deep in their hearts, they knew that the Hei Yuhua inside the room is fake 

and just a puppet, the bloody scene is enough to make them tremble. It was as if they were seeing a 

mad captain for real. 

The killing intent coming from the captain is so real that it could even make them step away. Lou Wei 

had to use real strength to stop his boss from grabbing his arms from behind. nov𝐄𝓁𝗎𝐒𝑏dot𝐂\o\𝓶 

“Captain! Stop, you are going to kill him! Please don’t forget we are police officers. We can’t take lives!!” 

said Lou Wei. He is saying the script he had practiced for many days with Yun Jie before this skit had 

taken place. 



Ye Yuyan at this moment looks like an aggressive wild beast. Both his fist was covered in blood from the 

dummy Hei Yuhua he had beaten up like the one in his memories. But seeing his wife’s beaten, black 

and blue figure in front of him though he knew it was fake he couldn’t help but be affected by it. Just as 

he was about to lose control of his role his wife’s voice echoed in his head. 

Hei Yuhua: {Don’t destroy the act. A’Yan, remember... that is not the real me!} 

The clouded confusion in Ye Yuyan in that split moment faded. He continued acting his role and kicked 

the nearest chair to show his fierce rage and hate for the half-dead man unconscious on the floor. 

“Let go! That bastard killed my wife and daughter!! Police!! I don’t care. I just want to kill him myself!!!” 

shouted Ye Yuyan as he continued to struggle. 

His strength was a bit beyond Lou Wei alone that his other subordinates grabbed him and forcefully 

stopped him. The commotion in the area was too loud and wild. It even caused those in high ups to be 

recalled as a Prosecutor like Ye Yuyan himself had lost control. 

The Head Police Leader, Director Yu appeared in the Interrogation room. He is Ye Yuyan’s best friend in 

the police academy. He wasn’t informed about Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua’s situation when he arrived at 

the Police Headquarters. So he really thought that his good friend had gone crazy after losing his wife 

and child. He could understand his friend’s hate for the murder but he couldn’t let him destroy the 

regulations and laws of the country that protected the ordinary civilians and the human rights of each 

person in this land. 

Seeing the scene of Ye Yuyan going mad and his people holding him back from killing the youngest serial 

killer on the record, he had no other choice but to step in. 

Director Yu commanded, “Sedate Prosecutor Ye and bring him to my office.” 

“Yu Xi! Don’t stop me! This murderer killed my family!!!” screamed Ye Yuyan. 

Frowning with a black face, Director Yu turned deaf ears to his out-of-control friend and said to the 

other police officers in the area. 

“Did you not hear my orders!? Get him to my office. Cuffed him until he calmed down!! Also, bring 

someone to treat that criminal and throw him in an isolated cell don’t let him escape at all!!!” said the 

leader of the Police Headquarters. 

“Yes, Sir!!!” saluted all the police in the room before following the given orders. 

In Ye Yuyan’s office, Hei Yuhua was watching his husband’s realistic acting, of course, with the help of 

System Yue’s surveillance mode. He watched his husband thrashed around the Interrogation room until 

the head of the police department was summoned as planned. 

Hei Yuhua prepares to leave after seeing that they’ve achieved their plan. 

“The Police Headquarters leader had arrived. Let’s prepare to pick A’Yan up after he gets his dismissal 

papers and finished his drunken act.” 

System Yang asked, [Not going to wait for him in his office?] 



Hei Yuhua said, “Let’s wait in the car. They’ll take a bit longer to do the talking. We need to secretly 

inform Director Yu about our future plans. Plus... Lord Hei is urging me to buy some of those popular 

macaroons in that newly opened bakery. We need to buy some or he would buy it alone again.” 

[I’ll inform you, Yue’er. Lord Hie is no longer inside you as you said. Let’s go pick him up.] said System 

Yang. 

Hei Yuhua in his disguised form left the police headquarters with Yun Jie. They picked up Ye Yuyan’s car 

at the parking lot after informing Lou Wei about their plan. Lou Wei chooses to go with them and 

protect them just in case something happens. After all, Hei Yuhua regardless of anything is their 

captain’s wife. It would be wrong if something happens to him outside of their territory. 

Moreover, the captain had been dragged to the Police Director’s office a few hours ago. It would take 

long before the captain was freed from there. So the three of them left the headquarters and went to 

the newly opened bakery to pick that mischievous God would disappear from time to time. 

At the Office of Director Yu... 

Ye Yuyan’s hands were cuffed behind him when Lou Wei and his other subordinates brought him to the 

room. Unlike his crazed performance in the Interrogation room before, Ye Yuyan is currently calm and 

normal. He was the only visible one alone inside the office but System Yue that cannot be seen by 

ordinary people was with him. 

System Yue reported, [Ye Yuyan, I had something to say. Yuhua and the rest left the building to pick up 

Lord Hei at the bakery. They would be back by the time you finished talking with your friend.] 

“Lord Hei disappeared to do some food trip again? What did he buy this time?” asked Ye Yuyan as this 

was a regular scene after Lord Hei woke up from his slumber. 

He would disappear from time to time only for them to find him at places where food is abundant and 

famous. System Yue said that Lord Hei is a foodie and such things are a regular occurrence not only in 

this world but also in every world they’ve gone to. 

System Yue answered, [It’s Macaroons this time. That famous one from the newly opened bakery in the 

city.] 

“I see... I’m worried that if our daughter grew enough to be able to eat solid food she would become as 

crazy as Lord Hei when it comes to sweets. Last week she started crying when she saw Lord Hei eating 

homemade crepes at home.” murmured Ye Yuyan. 

System Yue didn’t know how to react at this moment. Because he knows that Lord Hei loves dragging 

someone with him to eat whenever he buys delicious things. It was because of this that Yun Ming who 

had just become his aide had gotten a sweet tooth from all over the worlds they’ve completed. Those 

two had gone food shopping everywhere. 

[Ye Yuyan, your friend is here.] said System Yue when he felt the approaching presence of Director Yu Xi. 

Clicked! 

The sound of the door opening and closing when Director Yu Xi entered the room was heard. Yu Xi is 

quite a handsome man though he didn’t have the same aggressive and cold vibe as Ye Yuyan, his gentle 



and mature attitude made him attractive to girls. He looks so dependable and righteousness can be felt 

all over him. 

Ye Yuyan moved his gaze to him and stared at his friend from a distance. He was observing this old pal of 

his. They used to be good buddies in their Police Academy days and Ye Yuyan was the one who helped 

him attain his current position. Because Ye Yuyan as the Prime Minister couldn’t hold too much power 

within the Police Division. 

Seeing his good friend finally calm, Yu Xi pinched the space between his eyebrows and sighed. 

“You’re finally clear-headed, Yuyan. You’ve overstepped just now. Those old men were all clamoring to 

fire you but asking me to do it. Tsk! They are afraid of your father as expected.” said Yu Xi as he sat on 

the opposite side of Ye Yuyan. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Uncuff me. I’m okay now.” 

“Fine. Just don’t beat me up, okay?” said Yu Xi as he used the key of the handcuffs on Ye Yuyan. 

As soon as his hands were free, he rubbed his wrist to remove the numbness and pulled a brown 

envelope from behind him. It was the confidential information Hei Yuhua had prepared and was stored 

by System Yue. It was also from the same space storage of System Yue, where it was pulled out but from 

the eyes of Yu Xi, it looks like Ye Yuyan got it from his back literally. He silently passed the envelope to 

his friend. 

Yu Xi was a bit confused seeing his friend’s sudden action but he still reached out his hand and accepted 

the brown envelope. 

“What’s in it?” asked Yu Xi as he pulled the contents of the envelope. 

“Read,” replied Ye Yuyan. 

The more he reads the contents, the more serious his expression becomes. It took a while for Yu Xi to 

browse everything in the report within his hands and knows that he needs to burn it after reading it 

once. Pulling a lighter and cigarette box from his coat, Yu Xi not only watches the report passed to him 

by Ye Yuyan burn to ashes. He even lit up a cigarette for himself. This shows how serious and stressful 

what he had just read. 

Yu Xi offered a stick to Ye Yuyan which the latter accepted naturally. He rarely smokes since his wife had 

given birth to his daughter but he wanted to join his friend just for this moment. 

“Is everything on that report real?” asked Yu Xi. 

“Legit source. It’s what my mate had gathered by putting his life on the line,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Yu Xi clicked his tongue and said, “Tsk! As expected you as a crazy man is just an act. You’re quite 

amazing~” 

“That is not just acting... it is a reality from another place,” said Ye Yuyan as he recalls the scenes in the 

past he couldn’t help but remember. The past him he hated more than anything in this world. The him 

who had harmed the most precious person in his life. 



Chapter 634: 12.36 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Increasing crime rate 

At the office of Yu Xi, Ye Yuyan told everything he knew about the Red Poppy Syndicate. He also 

explained to him their future plans and their roles. They took a few hours of long conversations in the 

office unknown to those who don’t know the real reason for Prosecutor Ye Yuyan’s rash summon to 

Director Yu’s office though he is being reprimanded for a very long time. 

That’s the scene Ye Yuyan wanted to achieve by acting crazy in the Interrogation room. The dummy Hei 

Yuhua who was beaten up by Ye Yuyan took the original Hei Yuhua’s place in the prison. The dummy’s 

actions and gestures were all programmed by Hei Anjing to perfection except for his dull and lifeless 

eyes, he moves like no different from other people. Only this dummy doesn’t have a soul in it to be 

considered alive. 

The police officers and some subordinates of Ye Yuyan who didn’t know about the secret plans were 

feeling worried for their captain. 

“Do you think the captain would be okay?” 

“But the head saw the captain beat up that bastard, there is no way he wouldn’t get punished.” 

“For real? What should we do? Would the captain get suspended!? 

“What will happen to us then?” 

..... 

“Maybe scatter to the other group...?” 

“What about Lou-ge?” 

“I would leave if the captain leaves,” said Lou Wei who just returned from picking up Lord Hei. 

Placed a few boxes of sweets bought by Hei Yuhua on the table for his colleagues. 

“Eat. It was bought for us,” said Lou Wei as he stared at the closed door of the Director’s office. 

“Woa~ it’s that famous one from the city!” 

“Wow! For real... I heard these are extremely expensive.” 

“Boss, did you buy it for us!?” 

“Do you think I have that kind of money? Just think of it as something bought by the captain as a 

farewell gift,” said Lou Wei. 

“Farewell gift? What do you mean, Lou-ge!?” 

Just as they wanted to ask Lou Wei more about the situation when suddenly the door of the closed 

office was kicked open with a bang. 

BAM! 



Ye Yuyan looked fiercely and angered when he kicked open the door. Everyone could see their head 

director looking so pissed yet depressed. They could see him holding their captain’s identification and 

his qualification as a prosecutor was confiscated as expected. 

Director Yu Xi shouted, “Yuyan! You jerk. Come back here I’m not done talking with you!?” 

“I gave you what you wanted!? Leave me alone!!” said Ye Yuyan. 

His eyes met Lou Wei’s eyes in that split moment and knew that his wife’s dummy of him had already 

been made. He only needs to temporarily disappear from everyone’s sight. 

“Lao Wei, I’m leaving the unit. I was dismissed,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Lou Wei sighed and said, “I’ll send you home, captain.” 

“Let’s go for a drink. I suddenly want to drink tonight. Go to the usual place.” 

“Yes. Captain.” 

Ye Yuyan walked towards the parking lot followed by Lou Wei. Using an illusion made by a prop Ye 

Yuyan redeemed using his points he exchanged places with his dummy self and entered the car waiting 

at the corner of the street with Lou Wei. 

He kissed Hei Yuhua’s cheeks and welcomed him with a smile. Seated inside the car is Lord Hei hugging a 

few boxes of desserts and eating with Yun Jie silently beside him. 

Hei Anjing commented, “Whoa~ how loving... Though everyone outside only sees you as a dismissed 

police officer who violated the law itself. Pfft~” 

“Is that dummy going to drink beer? Is it going to be alright?” asked Yun Jie, but he was asking the one 

inside him as he knew Lord Hei tends to ignore other mortals except for Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan. 

Yun Ming took over for a bit and answered his question, “I’ve placed enhancement on it. It would be 

able to eat and drink like a human.” 

Lou Wei said, “That’s amazing itself.” 

Lord Hei spoke, “I’m bored~ let’s go home~ at least at home I can play with the baby. Your plans are 

completed for today right? Leave the information gathered to Yue and Yang. You promised to bring me 

to Chinatown’s night markets.” 

Hei Yuhua said, “We will bring you there as promised. Just wait for a few more days please.” 

“Okay~,” said Hei Anjing. 

Only then did this group go back to the condominium building owned by Ye Yuyan. At home, the prime 

minister and his wife were waiting for them to go home with their granddaughter for their return. This is 

a short peace before the storm. They’ve made all the necessary preparations for the future. They only 

need to abide by their time. 

Hei Anjing watched the happy scene of the Ye family from the veranda. He is in indivisible mode with 

System Yue and System Yang with him. His eyes were cold yet sympathetic not to the family before him 



but to the whole human race of this world. As a god, the lives of other humans are nothing in his eyes 

but as long as they are useful he is willing to lend a hand like how he is now helping Hei Yuhua and Ye 

Yuyan. Because they were fated to meet, he is willing to change their future. 

System Yang asked, [Master, is it alright for you to overuse your authority in such an unlisted world. 

Master is even using the little bit of the true qi you have in you to connect this world to the Nether 

System. Why is that?] 

“Hm~ nothing. I just feel it would be useful or something. Well, it is more like a whim. Of mine. Don’t 

overthink too much. I usually just add worlds into the Nether System database anyway. It’s nothing 

new.” answered Hei Anjing. 

System Yue asked, [Lord Hei, when do you think Milord would wake up? The last time I checked the 

formation had gathered enough qi to heal his soul. The chaos in it was already solved.] 

“And yet he still hasn’t opened his eyes right? There is nothing wrong with him, it’s just that... It was 

almost time for his soul to return to his body. Once that last soul fragment from that world we missed 

was taken back by Xia Jieye then... His soul would be pulled back in his revived vessel and Xia Jieye only 

needs to cleanse his soul core in the last world so we can all go back to the Netherworld.” explained Hei 

Anjing. 

His eyes narrowed as a crescent as he smiles, no one knows what he is thinking about but they know he 

is definitely hiding something from all of them. 

Hei Anjing said, “Don’t worry too much. My love would be waking up sooner or later. I’m going to 

sleep.” He once again faded into thin air after saying these words leaving only the bewildered systems 

floating on the veranda. 

System Yue asked, [A’Yang, do you know what Lord Hei is planning on doing?] 

[No. But... I don’t have a good feeling about it.] replied System Yang. 

System Yue asked, [Do you think we can stop him?] 

[Impossible. No one had ever guessed what is inside the mind of the Destruction God. Let’s wait and 

watch. Then... Make a move when it’s time.] replied System Yang. 

[Sigh~ I understand.] said System Yue. 

— 

Inside Ye Yuyan’s soul, Hei Anjing entered once again to check on his husband’s condition. He looks 

better this time as his fragments were slowly merging into one with only two missing pieces to complete 

the soul. Once Xia Jieye and Ye Xiajie merged as one, the real God of Void and Netherworld would wake 

up. The only Supreme God that was born in the darkness. The alter ego of the Supreme God of Light and 

the chosen other half of the God of Destruction. 

Hei Anjing reached out his hand and caressed his face with doting eyes on himself. His eyes were full of 

love as he treated the man in his eyes his everything. 



“You should wake up soon. Once your| soul returns to your body, the abyss would once again resurface. 

My love, be careful of the end.” 

He speaks the words all on his own as if he doesn’t care whether there is someone listening to him at all. 

Hei Anjing kissed his forehead and said, ”I will be back again, My Love.” Then he once again disappeared 

from the spirit domain and returned to Hei Yuhua’s soul to take a rest. 

In the few months when Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua were resting at home, Hei Anjing only came out once. 

They were a bit worried when they noticed the changes in him but System Yang told them that Lord Hei 

is only sleeping and that there is nothing wrong at all. 

They had a peaceful yet short vacation until news about serial killings that involves the death of a few 

police officers was broadcasted on the news. The civilians only know these policemen are ordinary 

working police forces but only Hei Anjing who worked undercover for Aster knows these dead 

policemen were his colleagues from the Intelligence Division. The Red Poppy Syndicate had started 

cleaning up their organization. 

Television news at today’s evening broadcast. 

“Officer xxx of the Police Department lost his life to a criminal. It was said that the officer is a passionate 

fighter against crime. He had unusual compassion for ordinary people and was an extremely righteous 

person.” 

“After his passing, the condolences from the society were expressed. In the face of an increasing 

number of crimes, Officer xx faced the shrewd and intelligent violence of uncaptured offenders. Some 

have expressed their desire to come up with immediate countermeasures to solve the problem.” 

On television, Director Yu leads the group of people in mourning suits. Under the rain, they send off 

Officer xxx to his last destination. At their home, in the condominium where Ye Yuyan and his family live, 

this news plays on their television in the living room. 

As expected, not only Ye Yuyan but also Hei Yuhua had a serious expression to seeing such kinds of 

crimes being reported on the evening news. 

Ye Yuyan asked, “How many was this month?” 

“He is the fifth one. It was his mission at first, to marry one of the daughters of the old directors of the 

Police Headquarter but in the end, he had fallen for real and asked Aster to delete his records and made 

an ordinary background. In the end, someone found some traces. I always told them to double-check 

before entering another mission.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan hugs his moody wife in his arms and pats his back. 

“This is no longer your fault. The moment we choose to step back after we completed all preparations, 

what they do after that no longer has something to do with us. They were careless and got caught on 

their own. Don’t blame yourself, Yu’er.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua sighed and openly accepted the warmth being given to him by his man and said, “With these 

many deaths from our side, Brother You would definitely call us back as planned.” 



“We will capture them all this time,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua said, “I will support you all the way.” 

“After cleaning them up, let’s retire for real. Buy a house somewhere secluded and live an ordinary and 

simple life there,” said Ye Yuyan. “It would be better if it was in a place no one knew who we were and 

live a life as if it was our real second life.” 

“I and Huahua will go wherever you go, A’Yan,” said Hei Yuhua. “This time we will never be apart.” 
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While the couple talks about their goals and dreams as one, Director Yu who had just gotten back home 

from the funeral of the latest death of the division slumped as soon as the door to his office was closed. 

Thud! 

Sigh~ 

Director Yu mumbles, “There are too many deaths as expected. So tiring, I can’t do this all on my own. It 

is better to bring them back to action. But why did Yuyan choose that useless brat as his partner for this 

group? Plus the criminals he would choose as his members were two disguised top agents from Aster 

and the last, is a disguised Lou Wei himself. I tried to clean up the hidden spies as much as I could but 

also lost many brothers in the process. It’s time to bring the mad dog back to duty.” 

He suddenly brought out his phone and made a series of calls. No one knew who the people who 

received his call but one of them is definitely Ye Yuyan. 

Chapter 635: 12.37 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Drunk Ye Yuyan 

As expected the next morning, Ye Yuyan came out of his house to meet Director Yu. Of course, he looks 

like he was wasted and drunk from the indulgence in alcohol and depression. The world outside knew 

Prosecutor Ye Yuyan was dismissed almost killing the murderer who killed his wife and child. He had 

never got involved with the Police force for a few months but someone who investigates him would 

know that he keeps tabs on the cases ongoing in the city. 

They went to an ordinary restaurant with few people. Director Yu and Ye Yuyan meet there as planned. 

Ye Yuyan grabbed a bottle of rice wine he ordered ahead of time, making Director Yu Xi frown. 

Yu Xi said, “You should care for your health at least, Yuyan.” 

“Why should I care for it? No one at home would take care of me afterward. Regardless, I am a lonely 

person.” said Ye Yuyan as he drank wine, drowning himself in it. “And you should mind your own 

business. Just tell me what you called me here for.” 

Sigh~ 

“Fine! Stop being grumpy. I will tell you okay. The old and retired men are complaining. So many of the 

young police officers were being killed in action. One of them is the son of someone who used to be a 

director. He barged into my office saying that I must do whatever it needs to be done. Just make sure to 



capture those men who killed his son or he will reinstate himself and do the work himself.” said Director 

Yu Xi. 

..... 

Pfft! 

“Haha... What can those old men whose half of their bodies are already leaning on their graves get 

involved for now? Didn’t they shield that murderer who killed my family? Serves them right!” said Ye 

Yuyan. “Let a few more of their descendants be killed and they would all finally wake up. They should 

know that the Red Poppy Syndicate is not like the other Syndicate of the old times.” 

Director Yu frowned and it was obvious by the look on his face that he was getting pissed off. 
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“Yuyan, please listen to me properly at least for now. We need your help.” 

Ye Yuyan said, “You should have just told me what you wanted in the first place. You want me to return? 

Sure! But the teammates I want would be my choice.” 

“They’ve agreed to that. You can choose any of your teammates,” said Director Yu Xi. 

Ye Yuyan asked, “Even if the teammates I chose are criminals, are you guys placed in a life imprisonment 

area?” 

Director Yu Xi’s eyes widen in shock as he heard Ye Yuyan’s words. 

BAM! 

“Are you crazy, Yuyan!?” Exclaimed Yu Xi as he banged the table in front of him. Every glass and plate 

tumbles by the sudden added force banging the table. 

An evil smirk appeared on Ye Yuyan’s lips with the depths of his eyes even colder than Antarctica, “I 

choose my team and you reinstate my original position or forget about getting my help. You guys are 

out of options right?” 

“Argh!!! I told you we are not protecting him from you, it is just that his nationality record is not from 

here. Detaining him is all we can do.” said Director Yu Xi. 

Ye Yuyan doesn’t seem to be moved by his friend’s explanation and said, “I don’t care about your 

excuses. Include that bastard in my team. He might be the worst of all trash, but that head of his is still 

extremely useful. He is very useful in my hands, don’t worry I can sign a contract of not killing him at 

least.” 

He suddenly stood up preparing to leave, of course! He didn’t forget to make the rice wine bottle with 

him. 

“That’s all you can consider if you want me to return to the unit either way I can just return to my own 

investigation if you don’t agree. You can reach me in that way if you agree~” said Ye Yuyan as he 

prepares to leave. 



But before he could even step out of the restaurant’s entrance door, Director Yu Xi had no other choice 

but to agree to Ye Yuyan’s conditions. 

Director Yu Xi doesn’t look like he wanted to agree to his friend’s crazy condition but the situation 

doesn’t allow him to disagree. The old men from the higher-ups ordered Ye Yuyan to return no matter 

what. After all, before Ye Yuyan was dismissed he was the most aggressive and feared Prosecutor that 

most criminals avoided. This is why after he was removed from his position what made those criminals 

fear suddenly disappear and the crime rate increased rapidly during his dismissal. 

“Wait, Yuyan! I... I agree. Your condition I will accept it but... You can only add three more to your team 

and another one or two from the Police headquarters would join as observers and assistants. He would 

be reporting everything you would do and plan. This should be okay right?” said Director Yu Xi. 

Ye Yuyan was expressionless for a moment as he stared at his friend. They stared at each other as if 

trying to read each other’s thoughts. The first one to avert his eyes is Ye Yuyan, even clicking his tongue 

on him. 

Tsk! 

“Whatever you want...” said Ye Yuyan. 

A smile finally appeared on Yu Xi’s face and said, “The observer and assistant will be coming to see you 

tomorrow. You are their superior, don’t bully them.” 

“If they are useless they will be sent away,” responded Ye Yuyan as he left the place and went home as 

planned. 

Now he just needs to wait for the two Yu Xi would send to him, including the list of people he can 

choose from. After leaving, Director Yu Xi lost his smile as he brought out his phone to report to that 

group of old men about accomplishing his mission. 

Ring. Ring. Beep! 

Director Yu Xi spoke as his call got connected. 

“Ye Yuyan agreed to return. His condition is to choose the members of his new team. He didn’t even 

bring back Lou Wei who left the unit with him. This time he is serious about getting entangled with the 

Red Poppy Syndicate.” 

{Watch him closely. As long as he is back on the field those hidden snakes would come out one by one 

and get captured by him.} 

Director Yu Xi replied, “I will watch over him well.” 

Only then did the call end. Director Yu Xi looks so tired just from talking on the phone with those old 

men who used their connection to bully him who doesn’t have much background. But he is a man who is 

not afraid of hardship plus they knew that if they overstepped their boundaries Ye Yuyan would stop 

holding back. Just the fact that he is the only son of the regaining Prime Minister is enough to put those 

few old and retired officers to silence. 



Director Yu Xi pinched the space between his eyebrows as another young man wearing a police uniform 

appeared behind the store counter. This young man is a generation younger than Ye Yuyan and Yu Xi but 

he is a person Yu Xi taught and trained himself. A loyal subordinate of his from within the headquarters. 

“Ying Wu, you are to bring Yi Rouya with you and go to his house tomorrow. I will send the address to 

you,” said Director Yu Xi. “By the way, you are to listen to every order Yuyan would give you and make 

sure to observe Yi Rouya’s movement at all times. Keep yourself hidden.” 

Ying Wu is a new cadet that graduated just a few years ago. He is the younger brother of the former 

sworn brother of Ye Yuyan and Yu Xi. Ying Su’s younger brother. Ying Su is a gentle yet beautiful 

recessive alpha. He is Ye Yuyan and Yu Xi’s friend and roommate during their college days but he died in 

one of the field missions before they officially become a high-ranking police officer. The two of them 

took over his young brother’s guardianship mostly Yu Xi. That’s why Yu Xi treats Ying Wu as his younger 

brother and takes him under his wing. They also live together. Ying Wu, unlike his elder brother, is born 

as a Beta so there are no problems with him living in the same house as an alpha like Yu Xi. 

This young officer, Ying Wu responded, “Yi Rouya? Not Ye-ge?” 

“Why would there be a need to observe your allies? Don’t let your target notice and don’t get too 

close...” warned Yu Xi. 

Ying Wu responded, “Yes, Dage!” 

— 

On the other hand, Ye Yuyan who just left the restaurant was drinking his heart out as an act. But as he 

got intoxicated by the effects of the wine, his mind got clouded as his past memories flashed in his head. 

He could still remember the same scene when he met Yu Xi in his past life. At that time he was 

extremely happy to be reinstated but at the same time so selfish that he even ended up begging his 

friend to get Hei Yuhua out and join his team. At that time he doesn’t have anything in his head but 

revenge so when he got what he wanted he made sure that he tortured Hei Yuhua physically and 

mentally at all opportunity he gets. 

A small mistake he made would be rewarded with a slap. If he disobeyed his orders, he wouldn’t be 

allowed to eat his meals which are supposed to be his responsibility. There are lots of bad things he has 

done before. Now the intoxication of wine made him perplexed about whether this is his past life or his 

another reality. 

To forget about these things Ye Yuyan ended up coming to a bar, where he drank until he was 

completely wasted and his wife had to pick him up using a mask to hide half of his face. 

Evening. At the bar... 

At a corner table within the bar, Ye Yuyan was drinking all on his own. His handsome yet dangerous aura 

made others stare at him with desires in their eyes yet unable to approach. 

Ye Yuyan is like a man of pheromones. Because he is a dominant alpha the pheromones he owns had 

two effects depending on the one affected by them. If it is an alpha or a beta, they would choose to walk 

away and avoid them as being near him suffocates them. But the omegas are different, they only feel 



desire and lust towards Ye Yuyan. He is not an ordinary alpha, his presence is enough to catch 

everyone’s attention whether it is for a good or a bad reason. 

System Yue tried to remind him multiple times but he is too inebriated by wine. 

[Yuyan, get a hold of yourself. Who the hell told you to drink that much!? Yuhua would scold you so 

badly when we got home!!] 

Drunk Ye Yuyan mumbled, “Ugh~ shut up! Who the fuck is talking inside my head!?” 

[Are you for real? Wake up, Ye Yuyan! Are you that drunk!?] said System Yue as he looked at the table 

with empty bottles of wines of all types. [Okay. He is indeed dead drunk. Thank God, I told A’Yang. 

Sigh~] 

“Shut your mouth! So noisy~” said Ye Yuyan as he fell on the table, dead drunk. 

System Yue exclaimed, [Damn! Did he faint? Why the hell are you releasing pheromones in this place? 

You want to get raped by omegas huh!? Yuhua would kill you if you do. Wake up!!] 

Ye Yuyan’s alpha pheromones were leaking inside the bar. The other alpha and beta customers couldn’t 

be helped but cower from such a menacing aura. In contrast to their reactions, the omega lost control of 

themselves. There are some showing signs of activating force heat which is not allowed in public places. 

“Fuck! The omegas are in a rut. Contact the hospitals!” 

“Who the hell is the alpha-emitting such strong pheromones!? Ask him to stop!” 

“Someone get some inhibitors! Inject those on the omegas. Cuffed, the other alphas might attack the 

omegas releasing pheromones!!!” 

Only some betas who aren’t affected by pheromones could move but the aura of Ye Yuyan was enough 

to restrict them as well and no one could wake Ye Yuyan up to ask him to stop releasing pheromones. 

” Boss, what should we do? There would be a riot if this continues!!” 

“C-Call that Dominant Alpha’s family! If he has an omega as him to come if not tell his family to come 

over or we will be calling the police instead.” 

“Boss, I’ve already called them a while ago. They should be here soon.” 

“They are so slow. Our place would be in chaos if they arrived late. Who answered the phone, is it his 

wife or something!?” 

“Yes, he sounds like an omega. It must be his wife.” 

“Maybe not! That man is a dominant alpha who has an omega that would be compatible with him!?” 

It was at this moment when the beta owner of the bar was talking with his beta staff that the door of 

their bar opened forcefully revealing the beautiful masked figure of Hei Yuhua. His argent irises and 

phoenix-shaped eyes were enough to get everyone’s attention. Even the owner of the bar and his staff 

who were born as beta was stunned and captivated by his arrival. 



Following behind him are Lou Wei and Yun Jie. Lou Wei who took a step inside the threshold of the bar 

almost kneeled down as he felt the full pressure of his captain’s pheromones. He is an alpha himself he 

can smell the scent of pheromones whatever it was from another alpha or omega. 

Hei Yuhua also smelled the mixed scents of pheromones inside the bar and ordered Yun Jie who is a 

beta from their group to tend to Lou Wei. 

Hei Yuhua threw a gas mask toward him and said, “Use it on Brother Wei. There are multiple 

pheromones in the bar. Tell him to wait outside and prevent others from entering. You get back after 

you send him out. I will need to take control of this place.” 

“Be careful, brother. I had hacked all surveillance in this area. You can freely show your face.” said Yun 

Jie as he dragged his affected lover outside the bar. 

Hei Yuhua pulled down his mask when he saw the door of the bar closed. He released his own 

pheromones to control his husband’s pheromones and spread them in the whole bar. It didn’t take a 

while for everyone to be intoxicated by his scent and look at him in trance. 

He is a dominant omega. His pheromones can put everyone under his control as his mental powers are 

even stronger than Ye Yuyan. It could affect Betas as well. Plus, Hei Anjing taught him how to control his 

mental power to control others. Though it was for a short while he could fuse his mental power through 

his words and get an effect of intoxication even for a short moment. 

With his pheromones taking effect on everyone in the area except his husband he commanded with a 

cold tone. 

“Fall asleep.” 

Then as if their brains were assaulted by an invisible power all of the people inside the bar regardless of 

gender had fallen under his control. They’ve all fainted regardless of where they are and fell on the 

ground and tables. 

Panting for over usage of mental powers, Hei Yuhua was panting and tired. 

Pants. Pants. 

..... 

“Hah~ it’s really useful,” murmured Hei Yuhua as he looked around to look for his husband. 

He saw Ye Yuyan wasted on a corner table sleeping like a drunk pig as if he hadn’t caused any problems 

at all. He couldn’t even stop himself from giving him a mean kick. 

“Drunk Pig!” cussed Hei Yuhua as he kicked his husband with blame on his tone. 

Chapter 636: 12.38 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Wake up! 

The bar that Ye Yuyan had chosen for his acting scene, was almost placed on the evening news due to 

the effect of his strong pheromones from being released. He got so drunk that he failed to control his 

pheromones and caused chaos. Before a riot happened, Hei Yuhua and the rest arrived on time, 

thankfully. 



Hei Yuhua took measures to contain the chaos inside the bar and put everyone to sleep. When he 

spotted his lover inside the bar he went to him and almost couldn’t hold back beating his husband up. 

Who the hell told him to drink that much for an act. 

“Drunk Pig!” cussed Hei Yuhua as he kicked his husband with blame on his tone. 

Felt something hit him with force and groggily woke up. When he saw those pairs of argent eyes in his 

dreams he knew that this person was Hei Yuhua. At this moment Ye Yuyan thought he was dreaming 

about Hei Yuhua again after his death. After getting intoxicated with wine, Ye Yuyan thought he was still 

in the past. In the past, where Hei Yuhua had died because of him and he lost him forever. Only by 

drinking, he would see a silhouette of his beloved. 

He reached out his hands and hugged Hei Yuhua’s waist to himself. The latter was pulled out of nowhere 

and could only straddle Ye Yuyan’s lap. It was such an intimate position but these two were long 

married, an official mate for each other, and even had a daughter, they are both used to it. 

Hei Yuhua was used to his husband acting spoiled this way and didn’t stop him from doing so. 

“What’s wrong, A’Yan? Did you drink a lot? Is your head hurt?” 

..... 

At the first question Ye Yuyan shook his head, he nodded his head for the second question, and for the 

last one, he once again shook his head and then looked up to stare at Hei Yuhua whom he was hugging 

in his embrace with clouded eyes. He could even see a double of Hei Yuhua in his drunken state. 

Hei Yuhua mumbled, “Okay. You are indeed drunk. Let’s go home and get you in the bath to freshen 

up.” 

Once Hei Yuhua tries to stand up from Ye Yuyan’s lap, the strong arms wrapped around his slender waist 

would drag him down. A clear action of disagreeing. His husband doesn’t seem to have any plans of 

letting him go. 

“Sigh~ you talk. We can’t stay for too long in this place. We can talk all we want at home.” said Hei 

Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan remained silent as if he couldn’t hear his words. He only stared at Hei Yuhua like he was some 

kind of phantom that would disappear at any moment. Hei Yuhua noticed that there was something 

wrong with his husband’s state. 

Hei Yuhua held Ye Yuyan’s cheeks and looked at him from every angle checking what was wrong with 

him. 

“Darling? What’s wrong? Can you recognize me?” asked Hei Yuhua but the latter just kept staring at 

him. 

System Yang and System Yue who noticed that something was wrong with Ye Yuyan commented. 

[He seems to be in trance. Try slapping him awake.] 



[Ugh~ that’s why I told him he was drinking too much. He must have recalled some memories of the 

past when he separated from Director Yu in that restaurant.] 

[This is a bit dangerous. If he doesn’t wake up, he might end up getting confined in the past unable to 

come back to reality. But the past he is seeing is from a world that no longer exists. He would be trapped 

in his own unconsciousness and fall into a coma in reality.] 

[No way! If his soul gets lost there his body, in reality, would die. Yuhua, slap him awake. You must wake 

him up no matter what!] 

Hearing the explanations from System Yang and System Yue, he knows that his husband’s current 

situation is not good. It can be said that it was very bad. So he didn’t hesitate to slap Ye Yuyan multiple 

times to get him to wake up. 

Slap! Slap! Slap! 

Hei Yuhua continues to call his husband’s name, “Wake up. Wake up!! Ye Yuyan! Yuyan! I’m telling you 

to wake up. Darling, please wake up. Wuwu~ wake up already you drunk pig!” 

Slap! Slap! Slap! 

Hei Yuhua was already getting tired of slapping Ye Yuyan. Even if his husband’s cheeks were already 

swollen from too many slaps he noticed that he wasn’t waking up at all. This time it was truly 

frightening. So instead of slapping him, Hei Yuhua grabbed his face and started giving him kisses on his 

face. His forehead, eyes, nose, and lips but sadly there is no response. He was so terrified by the fact 

that Ye Yuyan would no longer wake up and his tears started to cover his eyes as they fell drop by drop 

on Ye Yuyan’s face. 

“A’Yan, stop playing around in there! I’m here. I’m real in this reality. Wake up already, A’Yan. Don’t 

leave me alone here~” said Hei Yuhua who is almost pleading with him. 

On the other hand inside Ye Yuyan’s half-conscious state of subconsciousness, the past memories were 

being played before him yet he could also hear the crying and begging voice of his beloved. The cries 

were getting louder and louder until Ye Yuyan completely left his hypnotic state. 

Ye Yuyan looks around as he calls, “Yu’er? Yu’er is that you!? Why are you crying? Damn! Why am I in 

this place again?” 

Ye Yuyan once again appeared in the space of a white area. There is nothing around him as the past 

memories he hazily got into faded as he woke up from his drunken stupor. That last time he came into 

this place Lord Hei was with him and he was also the person who brought him out. 

But this time he came alone and there is no Lord Hei who can bring him out. Worst of all he could hear 

his wife’s agonizing cries coming from all over the place. The place he is in even started raining and the 

solemn atmosphere in the area had almost made him mad. nov𝔢𝔩𝓊𝔰𝗯.𝓬\o\𝗆 

“Argh, ~ Let me out! Get me out of here! Lord Hei, can you hear me!? I’m back in the White space again. 

I can’t go out on my own! Please help me out!!!” said Ye Yuyan. 

Sadly, there is no Lord Hei who can help him this time. Hei Anjing had been asleep since the last time 

they brought him to Chinatown. Ye Yuyan keeps calling for Lord Hei for help. He doesn’t know why he 



could get wet from this form of his. All he knows is that he is locked in here, his wife is crying for him to 

wake up and there is no one who can send him out. He even started screaming like an injured beast 

within that eerie white space. Ye Yuyan himself doesn’t know how long he has been in this place and 

where he is. 

Just before Ye Yuyan went mad from not knowing what he should do, an aloof and unwelcoming low 

and deep voice echoes in the space. The tone is completely apathetic as if he cares for nothing in this 

world. He even sounds conceited as if he is the only arrogant being that there is. 

“Boisterous. Who the hell are you to call this King’s wife!? Get out!!!” 

The baritone voice was filled with killing intent. As if Ye Yuyan would be entirely swallowed by whoever 

owns that voice. What is weird is that the voice is coming deep inside his soul. Ye Yuyan remembered 

the existence of the sleeping god inside of him. But before he could ask the voice said, 

“Fuck off! This King is sleeping!” 

Ye Yuyan was unable to react when he gasped for air as he suddenly woke up in reality. His drunken 

stupor was utterly overwhelmed by the terror that filled his heart. His dazed golden irises instantly 

become lively after gasping for air. 

The air entered the wrong pipe and he started coughing as a result. 

Cough. cough. Cough! 

Hei Yuhua worriedly observed his mate. He had seen him in a state of half-consciousness and there was 

only a dull light coming from his eyes. Suddenly he gasped for air as if a fish drowning in the water he 

cannot live without. He knew that something frightening might have happened to his husband and he 

couldn’t even control the trembling of his body as soon as he came back. 

“Darling, what’s wrong? Are you okay? What happened to you?” asked Hei Yuhua worriedly. 

The two systems noticed that Ye Yuyan’s return to reality on his own switch is supposed to be not 

possible for a mortal to do so. Just when System Yang is about to wake up Lord Hei to ask for help, 

System Yue suddenly shouted that Ye Yuyan had returned. When they went out of the system’s space, 

they saw Ye Yuyan’s petrified state. 

He has even forgotten how to breathe. How humans are supposed to and almost died from suffocation. 

Thankfully, Hei Yuhua was there to help him calm his anxiety. 

Hei Yuhua said, “A’Yan, take a few short deep breaths. Follow after me. Come on, you need to breathe. 

Inhale. Exhale. Inhale exhale.” 

Little by little, Ye Yuyan started to settle down. Though he would slightly shake unconsciously as if he 

confronted death on his own. 

Ye Yuyan noticed he was hugging his wife who was seated on his lap. He tiredly laid down his head on 

his shoulder and allowed his wife’s scent to help him relax before he started talking. The other three 

didn’t urge him to speak right away and waited for him to completely chill out. 

“I’m okay now. Yu’er, I’m sorry for making you worried. It’s my fault.” said Ye Yuyan. 



Hei Yuhua forced him to look at him directly when he was trying to avoid his eyes. 

“I will tell you many times. No matter how long or how frequent you wanted me to say it. If you don’t 

believe yourself just believe in me. I forgive you for what happened in our previous lives. Lord Hei that 

our life that time follows a script we could never decline so it would not be completely your fault 

whatever action you had made in that timeline. In this life, I will believe everything you do and say. Just 

continue staying by mine and our daughter’s side. I am your wife and official mate. It is my responsibility 

to stand by your side.” 

“Do you understand? If not I will repeat the words no matter how many times. I will not stop until you 

accept the fact that you are different from the past self.” 

Every word Hei Yuhua had told Ye Yuyan had come from his heart. The past life where he had chosen 

not to do anything would happen again. How many chances had been missed because he had thought 

twice? The misunderstandings between them were even manmade even so he had never even once 

cleared up any of those which lead to Ye Yuyan hating him unconditionally and also the reason which 

lead to both of their miseries. 

Ye Yuyan realized that even though he says he wouldn’t worry about his past, what he had experienced 

would definitely affect him no matter what he does but as long as he decided to continue moving 

forward, even the past events would become dull pain in time. He should focus on the present where he 

finally got what he wanted which he had missed in his previous life. 

Hei Yuhua didn’t expect to get his head pulled down by his mate out of nowhere. Caught off guard his 

lips were captured by Ye Yuyan’s, their kiss was aggressive at first as if Ye Yuyan was looking for 

something that would be proof that they are both here and together at the present. Only when they 

kissed enough that their lips crack and the taste of blood spills within their kiss that Ye Yuyan calmed 

down. 

Ye Yuyan smiled and said, “I will move forward with you. Like the vow, we had made together. In life and 

in death, even death would never pull as part. My fated mated.” 

Hei Yuhua smiled back and hugged his mate back. Accepting the promise and vows, this time they would 

be together regardless of what they would need to tackle in the future. They would always be together 

no matter what. 

Once the couple calmed down, they finally got in the car to go home. Yun Jie and Lou Wei stay behind to 

clean up their mess and remove all the traces of Hei Yuhua’s arrival at the scene. They even used special 

props to erase a part of the memories the people in the bar had experienced tonight. They made sure 

none of the people including the owner and staff in the bar would forget the existence of Hei Yuhua. 

Chapter 637: 12.39 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Last Night 

On their way home, inside the car, Ye Yuyan told everyone what he had experienced while he was in a 

half-conscious state. He shared with them about the pure white space he had opened his eyes to and 

that it was the second time he had entered such an eerie place. 



He told everything to the very last detail. So when everyone heard about that unknown man’s voice 

scolding and kicking out Ye Yuyan from his subconsciousness, System Yue and System Yang reacted 

quite strongly. 

System Yue said, [You heard a voice!? For real, it was also him who helped you wake up in reality!!] 

Ye Yuyan asked, “Is it him as expected? Is he truly awake? Why doesn’t he show himself like Lord Hei if 

he is already awake?” 

[Lord Ye is different from Lord Hei. Lord Hei is mischievous by nature but his husband is the opposite of 

him. Lord Ye is aloof and indifferent to everything except his wife. He must have noticed that Lord Hei is 

asleep, plus with you annoying him as you called for his wife he must be pissed. Just based on his 

personality alone he wouldn’t waste time on us. Even if he sees us dying before him he wouldn’t care at 

all.] explained System Yang. 

System Yue, [But I suggest you check your body when we get back home. Lord Ye never liked owing 

someone. He must have given you something for letting him sleep in your soul to rest.] 

Hei Yuhua said, “Just check when we get home. Lord Hei helped me upgrade my overall physique and 

mental strength. Maybe yours got upgraded too. There are measuring tools in the training room get into 

it after dinner.” 

..... 

“Yes, we should do that after we get home. Let me nap for now,” said Ye Yuyan as he closed his eyes and 

leaned his head on his wife’s shoulders. 

Seeing the married couple silent and tired, the two systems decided to end the conversation and let 

them rest. They wanted to ask a few more things about the unknown voice that Ye Yuyan heard within 

his subconsciousness. There is a higher percentage than the owner of that voice is Lord God Ye. 

The question is whether he is fully awake or not. If it’s the former then that’s better. They could report it 

to Lord Hei as soon as possible. But if it’s the latter then forget about it... Lord Hei’s soul is too unstable 

in this world. It is good for him to rest longer while they are still here. 

Meanwhile, within the subconsciousness of Ye Yuyan. At the center of the qi gathering formation, Ye 

Xiajie woke up and sat up on the bed. He looked around and saw that the place he is in isn’t familiar to 

him but he knew that this must be somewhere within the soul of that mortal from before. 

Ye Xiajie combed back his hair and thought about himself and the events unfolding before him. 

“A Qi Gathering Formation and Ice Crystals. Plus a heavenly Wisteria Tree that could purify the qi which 

could only be grown using the blood essence of someone. This familiar scent of blood... This is Jing’er’s 

blood! That damn Ye Mo. I would definitely kill you the moment I get my vessel and complete my soul.” 

whispered Ye Yuyan on his own. 

The world of subconsciousness is made there levels of conscious, preconscious, and unconscious. The 

first level is called ‘conscious’ meaning the person had certain control over himself. The second level is 

‘preconscious’. It was the white space that Ye Yuyan was almost locked in. He was able to enter but 

unable to leave. He is also able to feel and see what is happening in reality but has no control over his 



body. Lastly, is ‘unconscious’, a level where one has no control over his body or soul. Just able to see 

what is allowed to be seen and hear what is allowed to be heard. 

Ye Xiajie resides at the last level. But since he is an element outside Ye Yuyan’s control, he has full 

control over himself and the body he is in. On the unconscious level, the space is only a black space with 

broken mirror-like fragments. These fragments were the so-called forgotten memories of Ye Yuyan. 

Forgotten memories were similar to those scenes that happened at a certain time but made the owner 

of the vessel unable to completely remember it. This is like a recycle bin section of the brain. 

A place full of darkness would be connected to an abyss regardless of its location. As expected, Xia Jieye 

can move through the darkness and appears before Ye Xiajie who just woke up. He remains indifferent 

and apathetic as he appeared before Ye Xiajie. But as soon as he arrived on the scene the thing that 

caught his interest wasn’t his dominant soul at all but the blooming wisteria tree behind his other-self. 

Xia Jieye is extremely sensitive to the scent of blood, especially Hei Anjing’s blood. A frown appeared on 

his face as he smelled the scent of blood and looked even icier as he stared at Ye Xiajie. 

He spoke sarcastically, “Would it kill you to stop making the little one bleed for your sake? You are so 

useless that you get protected by him all over the world while you always get him killed. I think enough 

is enough.” 

“.......” 

Ye Xiajie could understand Xia Jieye’s anger and worry. Even if it was for his sake, the sacrifices his wife 

made to keep him alive had been almost extreme. Much more there was nothing he could do about it as 

he couldn’t freely move as he does due to the restriction on his soul. 

“This time it wasn’t on purpose. Ye Mo appeared in flesh in the last world. My current self couldn’t beat 

him. He tried to kill our wife as expected and... We fell to a distorted space dimension to escape.” 

explained Ye Xiajie. 

Xia Jieye snorted and said, “Snort! Excuses. I’ve brought back the soul fragment from the world you’ve 

missed. Merge it and return to Netherworld as soon as possible. If what I’ve seen from the shadows is 

correct. The Ye Gui race had entered Vearth in secret. I do not think Siwang and that tyrant know about 

it. They would obviously target your body. Go back.” 

He flings the soul fragment he had gotten from the missed world he and his wife are supposed to enter 

next after the last one but instead falls into this world. Ye Xiajie accepted the soul fragment without 

expressing a dark face. His face is especially ugly when the Ye Gui race is mentioned. 

Ye Xiajie asked, “What is Siwang doing?” 

“Nothing. It is our problem after all,” said Xia Jieye as he recalled the always smiling appearance of that 

brother of his. Though Siwang is the embodiment of light, he is undeniably not a Righteous God. He 

would never move unless he asked for it personally. 

“Any way you can only enjoy yourself in this world. The last world would be mine as promised,” said Xia 

Jieye before once again disappearing into the darkness. 



His arrival and departure left no traces as always leaving Ye Xiajie alone in that subconsciousness of Ye 

Yuyan. 

Looking at the soul fragment glowing red above his palms, Ye Xiajie unhesitatingly ate it. This is a part of 

his soul. He decided to go back to sleep to fully merge his soul fragments. nov𝑬𝓵𝗎𝕊𝑩.𝔠\o\𝔪 

Ye Xiajie murmured, “The Ye Gui race huh. I’ll eradicate them when I go back to Vearth. Baby, I’ll need to 

sleep for a bit longer. Rest well.” 

Only then did Ye Xiajie enter his deep sleep once more. This might be the last time he would feel in such 

a state. 

— 

In reality. 

Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua finally got home. They got a message from the two who stayed behind to clean 

up after the mess they’ve both made. 

Yun Jie’s message: [All clear, brother. A’Wei says to pass a message to the captain. He said Yi Rouya 

would come over as planned and a man named Ying Wu from Director Yu’s side would aide with the 

investigation.] 

Hei Yuhua replied to Yun Jie asking them to come back avoiding the eyes of others. They are to take over 

the place of the dummies they’ve made to take their second identities. 

Yun Jie: [Understood, Brother. What about Yi Rouya? Did he meet us at the condo building before? 

Would he remember us?] 

Hei Yuhua replied, “Don’t worry. I had erased that part of his memory. Plus, he had been mentally 

tortured by me when he tried to take away my daughter. We would instinctively be frightened by my 

presence. Make preparations for taking over. We will resume the plan in two to three days.” 

Yun Jie: [I’ll tell A’Wei and get ready.] 

“Be careful and erase your traces on your way home,” said Hei Yuhua. 

By the time the car stopped at the parking lot, Hei Yuhu woke up his husband. The whole building is 

theirs and no other person except for hidden guards can enter this building without their permission. 

Those who tried to do so would be killed on sight. This is why even the Red Poppy Syndicate considered 

this place a death zone for their spies. 

As soon as they get back to their condo, Ye Yuyan lay on the bed dead asleep. The effect of wine on him 

is still so strong and had no other choice but to sleep. After putting his husband to rest, Hei Yuhua came 

to meet Prime Minister Ye, and his wife in the living room within his arms is the sleeping daughter of Hei 

Yuhua and Ye Yuyan. They need to go back to the Prime Minister’s place to continue hiding the 

existence of Ye Huahua from their enemies. Now that vacation is over they could no longer stay at this 

place. 

Hei Yuhua looked tenderly at the figure of his sleeping daughter and gave her a kiss on her forehead. 

There’s a strong reluctance within those silver eyes. 



Prime Minister Ye said, “Sigh~, Xiao Hua bear with it. After your mission is completed you can openly 

and freely live with Huahua and Yuyan.” 

“I know Father Ye. Please look after her well,” said Hei Yuhua with a small smile on his face. 

Prime Minister Ye promised, “I will protect her with my life. Don’t worry and focus on your mission. The 

sooner you complete the mission the better. Tell that stupid son of mine to don’t to get too deep in the 

role, the reality is different from plans.” 

“I will pass your message on to him, Father Ye. I had someone clear up all traces on your way back. 

Please follow the route I’ve to send to you.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Prime Minister Ye nodded his head while his wife approached Hei Yuhua and hugged him. With a 

comforting and encouraging pat on his back, Hei Yuhua heard his mother-in-law say, 

“Everything will be okay. You and Yuyan should work together and trust each other. As long as you are 

together you would be okay no matter what happens. Be careful, our child.” 

Hei Yuhua hugged her back and said, “We will, Mother Ye.” 

Afterward, he sent them off to the parking lot. 

Hei Yuhua whispered, “Yue, can you please escort them back to the Mansion safely?” 

In his mind, System Yue’s voice responded, [I can. Leave it to me. I will personally erase their traces and 

cover up their traces. Don’t worry about Ye Huahua.] 

“Thank you, Yue,” said Hei Yuhua. 

When he got back to the bedroom, he saw Ye Yuyan awake. 

Ye Yuyan asked, “They’ve gone back?” 

“Yes. I’ve asked System Yue to help them on the way. Sorry, I made the decision myself.” said Hei Yuhua 

as he was suddenly pulled for a hug by Ye Yuyan. 

Ye Yuyan hugged him tightly and leaned his head on his shoulder, obviously suffering from a hangover. 

“It’s okay. Tonight was my mistake. It’s correct that you had father and the rest leave. Tomorrow, our 

plan will finally begin.” said Ye Yuyan while the arms holding Hei Yuhua get tighter. “Tomorrow, I would 

have to start wrong you again. Please don’t hate me, Yu’er.” 

Hei Yuhua helplessly smiles and hugs him back. 

“I wouldn’t hate you. In our past life, even after you accidentally shot me I’ve never hated you at all. 

That time my only regret is that I was unable to accompany you and Huahua in the end. But who would 

have thought... You would follow me in my death. Don’t be stupid next time. We owe our daughter in 

our past life and even in the present. We should strive to make her happy in this life.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Ye Yuyan said, “After this mission is complete we can retire as planned and live together as a family. I 

promise this is the last time we would do something this dangerous. My job after that is to make you 

and Huahua happy.” 



“I know. I believe you. For now, let’s do our best.” said Hei Yuhua. “I received a message from Yu Xi 

through Brother Wei. He would send Yi Rouya as planned. Stimulate him to make contact with the 

Syndicate as before. He also sends an assistant to bridge to your headquarters. If you trust him then I 

will also give him the privilege to enter Aster with an identity as an Informant. I can’t ask A’Jie to gather 

information for us as he would be moving together with us.” 

“Who did Yu Xi sent?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua replied, “A young man called Ying Wu.” 

“I see. He is Yu Xi’s confidant. He is trustworthy as long as Yu Xi is involved,” said Yu Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua said, “I know. It’s just that his name sounded familiar. I just can’t recall where I had... Umff! 

Don’t push me!” 

Ye Yuyan pushed his mate onto the bed with a teasing smile and said, “My wife, since you’ll need to 

leave at dawn tonight. At least wait for me to fall asleep. I can’t sleep without hugging you.” 

“Sigh~ fine,” said Hei Yuhua as he let the big sticky man hug him in his sleep. It is just for a few hours 

anyway before they separate. He needs to leave and use his second identity as the youngest serial killer 

after tonight. 

Chapter 638: 12.40 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Time stops for five minutes. 

At dawn... 

Hei Yuhua prepares to leave the building and take over his dummy’s role living in the prison. Ye Yuyan 

was in deep sleep as he was still suffering from a hangover. Wearing black clothes all over him, he 

approached the bed at the center of the room and saw Ye Yuyan’s sleeping face. His hand was waving 

around the other side of the bed looking obviously for him. He had to place a body pillow as his 

substitute. 

Hei Yuhua stares at his husband for a few minutes more before lowering his head and pecking his lips as 

a farewell kiss. 

Hei Yuhua whispered, “I made breakfast for you on the table. Eat it before you go to work in the 

morning. See you later, A’Yan. I’m leaving now.” 

Ye Yuyan hummed in his sleep as if answering to his mate’s words. Hei Yuhua chuckles silently at this 

scene before going out of the house to meet Yun Jie and Lou Wei in disguise like him. Unlike his original 

silver hair, his hair right now is as black as an evening sky only his eyes remain in an argent shade of 

moonlight. 

Yun Jie looks different as well. His face looks manlier than his original appearance. His disguise looked a 

few years older than his original face. A man of few words with a fierce gaze as if staring at his prey. His 

role is to be a contract killer after all. 

Lou Wei also looked a bit different. His hair is dyed blonde like those international mafias. Fake tattoos 

were also pasted on his back arm and chest. There is a tiger on his back, a snake on his arm, and a 

scarlet spider lily on his chest. But these things could only be seen if he removes his skirt in public. It’s 

just that he controlled his dummy in the prison as someone who is a complete thug who acts like a 



mafia leader with lots of little brothers. His second identity is to be an imprisoned mafia leader from an 

extinct family. 

..... 

Hei Yuhua on the other hand only changes a few features on his face. Well, their disguise is an effect 

caused by a pull Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan redeemed using their points for their daily mission. Last year, 

they had repeatedly done their daily missions and gathered a large number of Nether Points. Someone 

was exchanged for special props like those Alter face Pills, Memory Erasing light, etc. nov𝓮𝓵𝚞𝑆𝒷/𝒸\o/𝑚 

They’ve also saved some points for emergency cases. As System Yue and System Yang had predicted, the 

things in the system mall were extremely useful not only for the two of them but also for their team. 

At the parking lot, Hei Yuhua entered the only car that was on. He sat in the back seat as both the 

driver’s and passenger’s seats were taken by Lou Wei who was drinking and Yun Jie seated in the 

passenger’s seat with a laptop on his lap. He is currently hacking on their routes’ surveillance camera. 

They wanted to get to the prison without anyone noticing. 

Yun Jie said, “Brother, there is another IP address controlling the surveillance recording. Should I go fight 

for authority?” 

“No need. The whole car was sprayed with special paint. It is invisible at night and in the morning. Let’s 

just go without worries. Just be careful not to bump into Brother Lou.” said Hei Yuhua. 

“Please leave it to me, Saozi!” said Lou Wei. 

Hei Yuhua warned. “The effects of the Alter Face Pill are three days. I’ve given you some extras and the 

antidote for it just in case you need to reveal your identity. Even though the prison had been cleaned up 

by us, the chances of spies escaping our eyes are still possible. Don’t lower your guards in there.” 

“Yes, sir!” responded Lou Wei and Yun Jie. 

Hei Yuhua slightly closed his eyes as if he was going to nap and said, “Let’s go. It’s time.” 

Vroom~ 

The car left the building in the middle of dawn. The sun hadn’t completely risen in the sky and it was still 

all dark outside. At this time, people are very rarely awake. So their journey to the prison is smooth and 

unhindered. The car was parked at the special parking designated for them. They’ve arranged this 

underground warehouse under the prison just in case a situation where they needed to escape happens. 

— 

In the Hidden Underground Parking under the City Prison. 

They parked in one of the open spaces and got down of the car. Afterward, System Yang materialized 

before them. Ever since Yun Ming and Warden Lou surrendered the control over the vessels to the 

original Yun Jie and Lou Wei, they have known of the existence of Lord Hei, System Yang, and System 

Yue. 



As a special gift for letting Yun Ming and Warden Lou enter their bodies, System Yue helped them regain 

their past life’s memories. Only unlike right now that they had gotten closer and even become lovers, 

their past selves aren’t the same at all. 

In the original plot, Lou Wei stood by the side of his captain Ye Yuyan who chose to get married to Yi 

Rouya in the original plot. Yun Jie who had become the villain after Hei Yuhua’s death left Aster and 

became a killer for hire. He only seeks revenge on Ye Yuyan and all his plans were made just to take Ye 

Yuyan’s life. An alpha named Lin Jiya became his greatest supporter and almost killed Ye Yuyan multiple 

times. 

But because he is protected by the Protagonist Halo, killing Ye Yuyan is almost impossible. That is until 

Ye Huahua was accidentally killed by Yi Rouya. Ye Huahua is the only treasure left behind by his brother 

in this world. She is the daughter of Hei Yuhua whom Hei Yuhua loves the most in this world. So when 

she got killed by Yi Rouya whether it was intentionally or accidentally both Ye Yuyan and Yun Jie 

targeted Yi Rouya until he died. 

But after Yi Rouya died, Ye Yuyan who had lost not only his fated mate and even his most beloved 

daughter, could no longer stay insane and asked Yun Jie to kill him as well. 

Yun Jie in that timeline indeed tried to kill Ye Yuyan as he wished but before he could even pull the 

trigger, Lou Wei arrived on the scene and shot Yun Jie’s heart. With tears falling on his face controllably, 

Lou Wei runs towards Yun Jie and not after his captain. 

Ye Yuyan who had gone crazy was shouting at Lou Wei saying, “Why did you shoot him? It was me! I was 

the one who asked him to kill me. He is supposed to kill, why did you have to shoot Yun Jie, Lao Wei!!!” 

Lou Wei was dumbfounded by what he heard as he held the cooling body of Yun Jie in his arms. In the 

years, when they’ve worked together as a team when he is playing as a mafia and Yun Jie was the 

contract killer, Yun Jie saved him multiple times. Even when Yun Jie was targeting Ye Yuyan in the latter 

part of their lives, Yun Jie is unable to bring himself to kill Lou Wei. At his every plan, Yun Jie would make 

sure to lock Lou Wei somewhere whenever he confronted Ye Yuyan. 

They act like a pair of lovers standing on different sides of the road. They yearn for each other but can 

never be together. This is because the men who stood as their leaders were opposing each other. Yun 

Jie and Lou Wei could only be enemies in that life. 

When these memories of Yun Jie and Lou Wei were given to them, at first both became awkward with 

each other. As the people who received the complete memory only Yun Jie and Lou Wei know that they 

of that timeline were indeed enemies but at the same time ill-fated lovers. They could only become 

enemies and Yun Jie’s wish was also achieved. 

Yun Jie’s wishes for the original plot are the following. The first wish is to take revenge for the death of 

his brother, Hei Yuhua. Whether it leads to death or suffering for Ye Yuyan. He accepted it all. 

The second one is to kill Yi Rouya who caused Hei Yuhua’s death. After Hei Yuhua’s death, Yun Jie 

investigated the traces left behind by his brother and learned that the situation where Ye Yuyan had no 

other choice but to shoot Hei Yuhua was a carefully made scheme by Yi Rouya who worked for the Red 

Poppy Syndicate. 



Lastly, his final wish is to die in Lou Wei’s embrace. He yearns for him, loves him yet hates him all at the 

same time. He wanted to feel that warmth that was given to him by Lou Wei before and in his last 

moments, he wanted to be in his arms. Whether it was a punishment for Lou Wei or just his selfishness 

for the warmth, in the end, Yun Jie achieved his final wish. 

It was because of these memories that Yun Jie and Lou Wei of the present were at first awkward with 

each other but thanks to that one-year vacation from their bosses they had no other choice but to live 

together in Lou Wei’s condo which in the end led to them following their feelings and ended up being 

together. At least there wouldn’t be any tragedy in this timeline as both Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua had 

also successfully become a married couple. There is no need to become enemies in this life. 

At the underground parking, the three met System Yang who will be explaining the plans to take over 

their dummies. A small glowing sun appeared in thin air and started talking. 

[Listen. The plan to take over your new identities is simple but needs accuracy in time. We only have a 

bit of time to complete this plan. 

I would freeze the time of the world but only for 5 minutes. In that 5 minutes, first, use the teleportation 

talisman I had given to you. It would directly teleport you inside the cell in which your dummies are. 

Paste the Deactivation Talisman on the dummy and they would turn into a paper figure. Afterwards, you 

must eat the paper figure so you can receive the memories your dummy has and understand the 

situation you are in inside the prison. 

Everything must be completed in 5 minutes. If you failed there would be chaos in the prison for seeing 

two people who look the same in one cell. Tell me if you are ready, and I will stop the time you are.] 

Hei Yuhua said, “I’m ready.” 

Yun Jie just nods his head, and Lou Wei just flashed a silly smile. 

[Time Scroll Activated. Time Stop.] 

Another flash came out of the opened scroll used by System Yang. The world was once again halted by 

an overwhelming power coming from the scroll. Everything in the world had stopped except for a few 

who had special means to be not affected. Of course! World hoppers aren’t affected by this, they are 

souls from outside this world so their time moves differently from this one. Plus, they had a system to 

protect them from this time deviation. They should be the ones unfrozen in that short 5 minutes. 

That night, Hei Yuhua, Lou Wei, and Yun Jie successfully took over their dummies and became the 

youngest serial killer, a mafia leader, and a contract killer. 

Within the duration of Time Stop. 

Somewhere within the city. 

Lin Jiya was playing in the international stocks market when his laptop froze. It wasn’t only his laptop 

but everything around him that had stopped. He panicked for a moment. 

Lin Jiya asked his system, “What is happening, System!? How could time around me stop!” 



His System, the little crow answered, [It is not only your surroundings but the whole world stopped 

instead.] 

“What!? Is that even possible!? Even I as a Highgod couldn’t do such a thing!?” Exclaimed Lin Jiya. 

[Of course, you can’t! Even in Vearth, there is only one Esteemed Being who can do such a thing! But the 

duration of this time freeze is short. Only 5 minutes. This must be a time scroll instead of an Esteemed 

Being doing something.] 

Lin Jiya asked, “A time scroll is this powerful?” 

[One with world AOE, yes it is extremely powerful but none of that kind of scroll cannot be redeemed in 

the system mall. It must have been manmade. Anyway, it’s those high-ranking Gods who must have 

done it. Just continue playing with your money after the effect is gone.] 

Five minutes had passed and everything had started to move again. Lin Jiya continued playing with this 

world’s international stock market as he couldn’t leave the world unless those important beings did. 

“Well~ I had no intention to get involved anyway. Let’s just get some more money~” said Lin Jiya. 

Unknown to him that this pass time of him, would get him involved in the storm brewing in this world. 

Like they say money moves everything in this world. 

Chapter 639: 12.41 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Shoot him down. 

The sun had finally risen in the sky, illuminating the whole world with light as the morning arrived. At 

8:00 in the morning, an alarm was heard ringing inside the bedroom of Ye Yuyan’s condominium. The 

owner of the house had groggily opened his eyes to look for his phone. Before it was his wife who would 

turn off the alarm for him but Hei Yuhua is no longer around. 

When the alarm rang for the second time, Ye Yuyan finally sat up and grabbed his phone to turn off the 

phone alarm and noticed that inside his bedroom there was only him around. 

“Yu’er?” 

The silence was given back to him as an answer. 

Looking around he saw a glass of honey water on the side table and a written letter for him. 

{Good Morning, Darling~ 

I, Brother Lou, and A’Jie had left at dawn and would wait for you in the prison. I’ve made breakfast for 

you, reheat it before eating. Don’t work too hard. Don’t hesitate. I will never hate you no matter what 

you do. I love you, A’Yan. 

..... 

Sincerely Yours, your wife, Yuhua} 

The letter made Ye Yuyan’s mood good. Even though there is a slight headache as an aftereffect of 

alcohol on him, it now does not hurt much as he woke up in a good mood. It was said that honey water 

is good for hangovers. He delightfully drinks a glass of honey water. 



Ye Yuyan mumbles, “This bit of sweetness is not bad.” 

System Yue spoke in his mind and said, [Get ready. Finish your breakfast. Yi Rouya and the assistant 

named Ying Wu would be coming in half an hour.] 

Ye Yuyan said, “I see. I will get ready. How are they in the prison.” 

[Don’t worry. They had successfully taken over. You should worry for yourself. It will depend on your 

actions on how long those three would stay in prison.] 

Ye Yuyan spoke confidently, “No worries. I can bring them out as soon as possible. The earliest would be 

in the afternoon.” 

He stood up and left the bed and headed to the bathroom and took his shower. After changing his 

casual clothes, he went to the kitchen and reheated the breakfast his wife had made for him. The 

breakfast looks so appetizing as it was made to his liking. A pot of seaweed soup, perfectly grilled fish. 

Rice balls with plums inside and brewed coffee. For the side dishes, there’s a fermented radish and 

cooled vinegar salted sliced cucumbers. 

Ye Yuyan was full after eating such a delicious meal. By the time he finished bringing the empty plates 

and glass to the sink, the doorbell of his house suddenly rang. 

Ding. Dong. Ding. Dong. 

Ye Yuyan opened the door and saw two people outside his door. When he saw Yi Rouya as one of them 

his face turned fierce and full of anger. He launched his right hand grabbing Yi Rouya’s neck like a beast. 

His target, Yi Rouya could only scream before his neck was captured. 

AAAAHHHHH!! 

“Urk! L-Let... Go... of me!!!” said Yi Rouya with Ye Yuyan gripping his neck. 

Ye Yuyan spoke, “For the bastard that tried to kidnap my daughter... You think I wouldn’t dare to do 

anything to you for appearing before me!?” 

“Prosecutor Ye, please calm down. It was the higher-ups who had sent Inspector Yi Rouya. He was sent 

as your assistant.” said Officer Yingwu who came with Yi Rouya. 

Ye Yuyan threw Yi Rouya like trash away from him. 

Cough. Cough. 

“Assistant ha? Or maybe they think this is some kind of blind date given such trash as a sample. How 

annoying those useless almost dead old men are? Can’t they just wait for their death quietly?” said Ye 

Yuyan. 

Ying Wu remained silent as Ye Yuyan scolds the upper echelons of the Police Department. As the only 

son of the Prime Minister even if he scolds the son of the Head of State for being useless, he could be 

pardoned as well. That’s how powerful the Ye Family is in this country. This is also why most syndicates 

want to kill Ye Yuyan as he came from this kind of family and one day would most likely hold the throne 

that controls the strongest power in the country. The Head of State is only a figurehead after all. 



Ye Yuyan coldly gazed at Ying Wu and said, “And you are the one sent by Yu Xi?” 

“Yes. Greetings Prosecutor Ye! I am Ying Wu.” 

Ye Yuyan’s eyes slightly calmed down as he heard the young officer’s name. He recalls that one friend of 

theirs that they lost on the field a few years ago. 

“Ying. I see... You are Xiao Su’s little brother. Sigh~ you wait at the cafe downstairs.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Ye Yuyan looked down coldly at Yi Rouya who was coughing on the floor holding his bruised neck and 

said, 

“If you were alone and didn’t bring this rat with you, I would have allowed you to enter my house. But 

since there is a rat they leave my building immediately! I would be there in half an hour.” said Ye Yuyan 

as knocked on his own door in some rhythmical patterns and the other doors of the hallway opened 

revealing a few men in black suits. These men are all hidden guards left behind by the prime minister to 

his son. 

Knock. Knock. novℯ𝒍𝑈𝓈𝓑\𝐂\o/𝗆 

Click! Click! Clang! 

“You call, boss?” said one of the guards. 

Ye Yuyan replied, “Send them out. Tell the guards downstairs if they saw Yi Rouya again wanting to 

enter the building beat him up. If only this Little Officer is coming to let him in. Send them out.” He 

nonchalantly gave an order of dragging these people out of the building before casually returning to his 

house ignoring Yi Rouya’s threats. 

Yi Rouya said, “Let go of me! It was the Head of State who sent me here.” 

“I’m the inspector sent by the higher-ups from the headquarters! Ye Yuyan you are breaking the code by 

sending me away!” 

BAM! The door was closed in front of Yi Rouya’s face. Obviously, the owner of the building is not giving 

him any face at all. Officer Ying Wu wasn’t dragged away forcefully like Inspector Yi. But the guards still 

escorted them out as they were commanded. 

At the entrance of the building, the guards who were dragging Yi Rouya had given the orders of their 

Young Lord to the guards at the entrance. 

“Brothers, remember this man’s face. The boss had forbidden his entrance to the building.” 

The guards at the entrance stared at Yi Rouya and immediately recognized him. 

“It’s this the man the Madam had told us to never allow inside the building!?” 

“That was before he died. I still remembered how he tried to abduct the young princess a year ago.” 

“Is he thick-skinned!? Doesn’t he know how much the Boss hates him!?” 

“Who let him enter!? Next time watch out and don’t allow him to go inside the building. Boss orders!!” 



“Yes, boss!!!” 

Hearing the clatterings of the bodyguards before him Yi Rouya finally lost it. 

“You fucking guards! How dare you speak like that to me! I am your future madam. That damn bitch is 

dead and that little bitch is also dead. Serves them right! Hahaha~ Ye Yuyan can only become mine!” 

said Yi Rouya. 

The guards and even Officer Ying Wu didn’t expect Yi Rouya to say things like this. He was shameless and 

crazy. How could he say that the Prosecutor is his? He is courting death. Doesn’t he know how much 

Prosecutor Ye hates him? 

Yi Rouya looks smug and thinks that everyone’s silence means they finally know his position as the 

future madam of the Minister household. 

“See! Are you afraid now!? Don’t worry when I marry Ye Yuyan in the future I will make sure you will pay 

for what you have done to me today!” said Yi Rouya. 

With a conceited and arrogant expression on his face, Yi Rouya looks around the people in his 

surroundings and looks down on them. In his dreams, he had seen himself becoming Ye Yuyan’s wife 

after Hei Yuhua’s death. Though Hei Yuhua died differently from his dreams, Hei Yuhua still died. To him, 

it only means that it is his chance to make Ye Yuyan fall for him. In the end, he would still be the winner. 

His smile froze when he saw Ye Yuyan coming out of the building looking at him unsympathetic as if 

seeing a brainless idiot before his eyes. There’s even an evil smirk on his lips as if he couldn’t help but 

smile at Yi Rouya for being so stupid. 

Ye Yuyan’s thoughts, ‘Yu’er said before that Yi Rouya most likely has seen the original plot of the world 

as his memories in the form of dreams and it seems that he was right. After all, only by following the 

world plot would I end up with him which would be impossible in this world as the plot had been broken 

in the very beginning.’ 

“A change of orders. Next time you see that retard near the building in any form of disguise or even if 

the head of state is with him. Shoot him down. I will take all the responsibility for it.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Yi Rouya’s face paled when he heard Ye Yuyan’s words. His words alone showed not only how much he 

hates him but also how he doesn’t give any face to the Head State. This shows that Ye Yuyan would 

never give him the chance to seduce him, much less stay by his side unless the Prime Minister says the 

word. 

‘If I knew things would end up like this, I wouldn’t have acted out that day in front of the Prime Minister. 

Now the Prime Minister doesn’t even allow me to visit him.’ Thoughts of Yi Rouya. 

He could only take his leave this time and think of another way to approach Ye Yuyan again in the 

future. Ye Yuya. And Ying Wu stood together as they stared at Yi Rouya who took his leave. Ying Wu was 

informed by Director Yu Xi that Yi Rouya was chosen by Ye Yuyan himself as the official from the 

headquarters. This is so Ye Yuyan could mentally torture Yi Rouya pushing him to make contact with the 

Syndicate behind him more and capture all of them in one move. 



Ying Wu whispered, “Is that enough for today, Ye-ge? Do you think he would still dare to come over next 

time to annoy you?” 

“He would... He is obsessed with me for no reason. He deserves whatever he is getting right now. Follow 

me at the café. Since I made a scene I can’t just bring you in the house after all that. Did you bring the 

papers I asked Yu Xi for?” said Ye Yuyan. 

Ying Wu replied, “Yes, everything was with me with full authorization. But Ye-ge, are you sure of 

bringing criminals into your team? You even brought out that man who murder your...” 

He suddenly shut his mouth when Ye Yiyan gave him a glacial glare. He knew he couldn’t speak further 

about that man who killed Ye Yuyan’s family. 

Ye Yuyan spoke, “Bringing him to my team is for the same reason as Yi Rouya but he isn’t as easy to 

handle as that retard. The opponent is after a young genius who got a perfect score on the psychological 

test for a lunatic. In short, he is a Psychopath!” 

Ye Yuyan and Ying Wu went to the nearest street restaurant inside the cafe that was mentioned at first. 

This is because Ye Yuyan said he started craving alcohol despite being in the middle of the day. Ying Wu 

brought him to a street stall that serves skewered and rice wine in bottles. There they talked about the 

members’ Ye Yuyan had requested from Director Yu to become his teammates. 

Chapter 640: 12.42 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Three Criminals 

At the street restaurant... 

Ye Yuyan looked through the reports Ying wu had passed to him. While he was busy with the 

information, Ying Wu was happily eating the grilled pork, beef, chicken feet, and all kinds of skewers of 

his choice. Ye Yuyan had allowed him to order anything he wanted and even drank some rice wine with 

his superior. 

Ying Wu asked, “Why did you choose these three men as teammates, Ye-ge? One is a mafia, another is a 

contract killer and the last one is a serial killer. Would they even help you catch those of their kind?” 

“There is a saying that if you want to capture a beast you must release your own beast of your own. 

Because they are territorial and wouldn’t allow the others to steal their place. We released our own mad 

beast to get the other beast. Those bastards were used to hiding in the dirtiest parts of the society then 

used their own kind to forcefully drag themselves out of their shit holes.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Ying Wu asked, “But why these three men?” 

Ye Yuyan explained the three criminals that were chosen by him. 

“Wei Lou, he is one of the mafia leaders of his family. But after his boss died, his brothers were in chaos 

and one of them ended up accidentally stabbing an officer that came to stop the riot. It was an accident 

but the deed was done and the officer died. 

..... 



Everyone had seen a young man do it but Wei Lou took over his sin and got jailed for that young brother 

of his. It seems this young brother was a new father and cannot be jailed for years. Wei Lou took his 

place instead and said it was him who stabbed the officer. 

He also has the largest connection in the mafia world and you could say that his information contact in 

the underworld is only second to Aster. The Aster wouldn’t get involved with me, he is the only way to 

get information.” 

“Jie Yun, a contract killer. No one knows how and where he gets his information about his targets. He 

got 100 percent kill records and the police hardly caught a glimpse of his tail.” 

Ying Wu asked, “How did he get caught then?” 

Ye Yuyan said, “He surrendered on his own. He walked into the police station covered in blood and gave 

away his own weapon saying that, ‘I killed people. Imprison me.’ No one knows why he does that but... 

I’m sure that is the type to follow rules strictly. With his combat strength catching criminals would be a 

breeze.” 

“The last one is... Hua Heiyu. He had a documented IQ of 213 at the age of 10. Youngest Ph.D. holder of 

Mathematics degree. His shocking title that everyone in the Police Headquarters dubbed him as ‘The 

Youngest Serial Killer’. In the range of two years, he had killed 20 people. 10 in the first year and another 

ten in the second year.” 

“What can you find at the crime scene? Footprints? None. Saliva? None. Fingerprints and strands of 

hair? Of course, none. There is only one thing left behind on the scene. Only the corpse was left behind. 

He worked so clean that no one couldn’t catch him at all. Until he got bored after killing a young omega 

and his daughter one night and let himself get caught!” 

BANG! Ye Yang bashed the table with his fist in anger. Ying Wu knew that the young omega and young 

lady this young serial killer had killed last was Ye Yuyan’s family. 

“Do you know about the Psychopathy Checklist? The perfect score is 100 and he got a perfect score. He 

is a lunatic.” 

Sigh~ 

“Though I hate him so much, his head is useful. Bring him over as well.” 

Ying Wu spoke, “This... Dage had passed a message about this person.” 

“A message from Yu Xi? What is it?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Ying Wu answered, “You can’t kill him.” 

“I will hold back myself. Tell Yu Xi not to worry.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Ying Wu said, “We will have them escorted. Tomorrow morning. We found an abandoned church for 

your hideout as per your request.” 

“Good. I will see you tomorrow then,” said Ye Yuyan as he left some money on the table before taking 

his leave. 



“Yes. Sir.” 

Ying Wu just saluted his superior as he was left there. 

— 

Next Morning at the abandoned church within the city. 

Ye Yuyan woke up early and stayed there. He was holding a half-filled liquor in his hands. He was 

napping when Ying Wu arrived to bring papers about the cases this department is tasked to solve. 

“Sir, Officer Ying Wu reporting for duty.” 

“Hmm~ that stupid peacock didn’t come with you this time. That’s good. What is that in your hand?” 

asked Ye Yuyan. 

Ying Wu responded, “Eh? Unsolved cases. Some captains said to bring it to you.” 

“Tsk! Those useless bumpkins in the headquarters are starting it again. Bring those back. Tell them I am 

not their subordinate so stop giving me their work.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Ying Wu looked at the paper in his hand and hid it behind him. 

“Yes, sir. I will pass your message to them.” then he remembered something he must report, “Ye-ge, 

those three people are on their way. They will be sent here as promised.” 

Ye Yuyan’s eyes flashed with excitement and said, “That’s good. I should be able to handle all three of 

them well.” 

Somewhere in the city, three police cars from the City Prison were out. They were bringing three 

criminals to life imprisonment rows. 

At the first police car bringing a cuffed Wei Lou, the former mafia... 

Wei Lou asked like a thug he always is. 

“Hey! I’m not being transferred. Where the hell are you bringing me!?” 

But the driver and police guards were silent and clearly ignoring him. 

“You’re not answering? Are your mouths sewed or something? I remembered your faces. Next time 

you’re dead.” said Wei Lou. 

At the second police car, Jie Yun was looking outside the car window and knew they were getting further 

away from the city and his eyes narrowed dangerously. 

Jie Yun asked as his voice turned dangerous, “Where are you bringing me to?” nov𝑬𝑙𝓤𝓈𝒷\𝑐/o\𝓂 

“Change your clothes. You are being discharged.” answered the grumpy policeman. 

Jie Yun glanced at the former suit he wore as a contract killer and said, “Don’t get angry. I’m just asking.” 

Clang! 



Suddenly his handcuffed hands were on the police officer’s neck, choking him. The driver almost got into 

an accident on the road upon seeing this scene. 

“Answer honestly and you shall be spared. Where are you bringing me?” asked Jie Yun. 

Coughed! 

Seeing his comrade’s face almost turning purple, the police officer driving the car answered, “At the 

suburb... The leaders said to bring you there to meet someone. That’s all we know. We are just following 

orders!” 

Jie Yun stared at the police officer’s eyes and deemed him saying the truth, he freed the other police 

officer sparing his life. He didn’t intend to kill the man at all. As a contract killer, he abides by the rule of 

Assassination and only kills his targets. Nothing else and nothing more. 

“Unlock my handcuff. I want to change clothes,” said Jie Yun. 

The two police officers hesitated before uncuffing him and letting him change his clothes. Afterward, Jie 

Yun turned silent and let him be brought to that someone who wanted to see him. 

This Jie Yun was Yun Jie in disguise. His thoughts at the moment are, ‘The one who summoned us must 

be Prosecutor Ye. There were three police cars that took off from the City Prison. That means Brother in 

one of those cars and Lou Wei in the other.’ 

At the last police car carrying Hua Heiyu, the two police officers were peeking at him who was no longer 

wearing prison clothes yet his hands and feet were cuffed. They knew too well who this handsome 

young man was. He is the infamous young serial killer who targeted women and omegas. No one knew 

why he was doing such a thing and if one had seen him, at first sight, no one would also believed that he 

could kill people. But everyone in the people’s headquarters knew that this person wasn’t physically 

dangerous. But because he was able to hypnotize or control people with his words that makes him 

dangerous plus possesses a high IQ that everyone would be jealous of. 

The police officer asked, “You’ve changed your clothes before you got out of the prison? Who allowed 

you to?” 

“I am being discharged. Of course, I can change my clothes. Or as an omega you wanted to see me 

change my clothes before your eyes~” said Hua Heiyu. 

The two police officers widened their eyes in disbelief as they looked at Hua Heiyu. 

“You are an Omega!!!” The two police officers exclaimed in disbelief. 

Hua Heiyu responded nonchalantly, “The doctors say so~ Sigh~ I wonder how he is right now. The last 

time, I met him was when he beat me up half dead~” 

The two police officers were stunned, they were informed to bring three criminals to the shrubs to meet 

the newly reinstated Prosecutor Ye Yuyan. But they had never spoken a word about Prosecutor Ye’s 

name, how come this person knew that the one he is meeting is that person. 

“W-What are you talking about?” 



Hua Heiyu averted his eyes and looked at the scenery outside the car and said, “Director Yu Xi personally 

sent me off. The expressions of your comrade when they saw me as if I would be a lump of dead meat 

soon. The location of the venue was secretive yet had the approval of the police department. Is there 

someone out there who has such kind of authority and knows my skills well but hates me to the point of 

death? Then there is only one person. Prosecutor Ye Yuyan had been reinstated. Well except for him 

most police officers were all mediocre and the crime rate seems to have greatly increased with his 

absence. Ah right~ If he is being asked to return and could even give away some conditions meant that 

someone important or connected to one of the VIPs of the headquarters is either dead or missing. Pfft~ 

no wonder I am being sacrificed for the better good~” 

“This is good. Very nice indeed. At least I wouldn’t get bored with him for a very~ very~ a long time~” 

The two policemen who were there to escort him to the shrubs were rendered speechless. They knew 

that this young serial killer is a genius but not to such an extent that he would guess the whole picture 

but just meet Director Yu Xi and see their comrades pitying expressions. 

Their thoughts are: 

‘What the fuck?! What’s with his brain!? How can he guess the whole picture just like that?’ 

‘Though Director Yu rarely sends criminals away, I guessed he must have heard the rumors that Director 

Yu and Prosecutor Ye are good friends. He instantly made a conclusion that his discharge had something 

to do with Prosecutor Ye.’ 

‘The brothers at the headquarters are right. This man is extremely dangerous. No one would even know 

what schemes are swimming in his head in his silence.’ 

‘Let’s pray that Prosecutor Ye would be able to handle such a Psychopath!!’ 

Unknown to them, a hidden coldness glints within those argent orbs. As for what he was thinking about, 

no one knew what it was. 

“B-Bro, I-I feel chilly... can we stop at the next gas station to pee for a minute.” 

“G-Good. I was thinking of doing the same thing.” 

The third police car stopped at the nearest gas station. The two police officers decided to take a shift of 

who would go down to pee first and the other to stay to watch over Hua Heiyu. 

The policeman driver said, “You go down first and go to the restroom. I’ll go after you return.” 

“Thanks, brother.” said the other police officer who was dying to pee after being frightened by Hua 

Heiyu just now. 

Silence filled the car. The other policeman was staring at Hua Heiyu using the mirror inside the car. Hua 

Heiyu was expressionless as always but his beauty is above average. The officer couldn’t be helped but 

steal a few more glances. The police officer didn’t know that he was slowly falling into a state of 

preconsciousness. 

“Hm? What is this fragrance? Mint? Flower?” mumbled the police officer. 



..... 

Hua Heiyu suddenly smiled and said, “It’s the scent of a lotus flower.” 

{Mr. Police Officer~ would you be so kind and uncuffed me please~} 

Falling in a state of trance, the police officer was affected by Hua Heiyu’s pheromones and unconsciously 

followed what Hua Heiyu had asked. He helped him unlock the cuffs on his hands and legs. 

“Good job!” 

{Go to sleep now~} whispered Hua Heiyu as the police officer fell asleep as he was commanded to. 

Hua Heiyu got out of the police car and walked in the direction of the famous coffee shop a few walks 

away from the gas station and disappeared avoiding the cameras as he left no traces. 

 


